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THE ASSEMBLY met at 2:00 p.m.
(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)
PRAY E R S
****
SPEAKER’S ANNOUNCEMENT
MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Order!
Order! Good afternoon Honourable Members, I believe
that you have all received today’s addendum to include
a statement by the Chairperson of the Parliamentary
Caucus on Women. It is women’s day today, happy
Women’s day to all women in this country.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Applause!
MR SPEAKER: it will come immediately after tabling
of papers. Let us start off with questions Honourable
Members.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
DOCUMENTED TEENAGE PREGNANCY
CASES INVOLVING STUDENTS AT SELEBI
PHIKWE JUNIOR AND SENIOR SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
MR D. L. KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE
WEST): asked the Minister of Education and Skills
Development how many:(i) cases of teenage pregnancy involving students
were documented at each of the Selebi Phikwe
Junior and Senior Secondary Schools for the years
2013, 2014 and 2015; and
(ii) of these students continued with studies after
giving birth.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Thank
you Mr Speaker,
i) there are a total of 22 cases of pregnancy which
have been documented from our six junior
secondary schools in Selebi Phikwe over the past
years 2013, 2014 and 2015.
ii) Mr Speaker, of the 22 cases, 13 of these have been
re-admitted to complete their education.
Notes
iii) The data is as follows:-

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
School
Mojamorago
Meepong
Makhubu
Boikhutso
Patshimo
Lebogang
Total

2013
2
2
1
1
0
0
6

2014
4
2
2
1
0
2
11

2015
2
1
1
1
0
0
5

No. re-admitted
2
5
4
1
0
1
13

Thank you.
MR KEORAPETSE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister, thank you for that response. I did not hear you
respond to the one concerning the Secondary school. If
out of the 22 only 13 of those students have been re
admitted to complete their studies, what have become
of the remaining others? Do you have any information
on them?
MR MOLAO: We did not cover senior secondary
school because it was not part of the question unless we
missed it. We have a provision in our policy that after
the pregnancy they are given a period of six months
of confinement and nurse their children, after which
they should go to the school to seek for re admission
to complete school. Some of them end up taking longer
than the given time, so until they go back to the school
or the parents report such, it becomes a bit difficult for
us to have that information. I do believe that some are
still under confinement.
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of procedure. Mr
Speaker, according to how the question is asked, there
is a portion asking about the secondary school but that
part has not been responded to.
MR SPEAKER: That is what I was saying Honourable
Member, when you call for procedure, you ask me.
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes, procedurally, when there is
a part of a question which the minister did not respond
to, what do we call for?
MR SPEAKER: You call for clarification and show
them the part which they did not respond to.
MR KEORAPETSE: I take it that you got me Sir
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Minister, that was not
supposed to be a point of procedure, it was a clarification
matter, so that you clarify the part you left off, the one
on Senior Secondary school. Please clarify that.
MR MOLAO: We erroneously left it out, I will look
for the information and furnish him with it Mr Speaker.
MR MMOLOTSI: Further supplementary. Honourable
Hansard No 182
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Minister, what informed your policy to provide for a
student to stay at home for six months while we could
have a person staying for a month and go back to school?
During our times in Universities, we had a person giving
birth on…interruption… and then Monday they will be
in class.
MR MOLAO: I am not learned when it comes to issues
of maternity and confinement Mr Speaker. We cannot
equal the students at junior and senior secondary level
to those at university level. The issue here is to let them
heal and recollect their bodies health wise because they
would have fallen pregnant at an early stage. It could be
allowed that if within two or three months the parents
are in a position to care for the child then we allow for
re admission.
APPLICATIONS AND WAITING LIST FOR
ALLOCATION OF PLOTS IN GABORONE
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Lands and Housing:(i) how many applications are on the waiting list for
allocations of plots in Gaborone;
(ii) when the last allocation was and which years from
the waiting list were being allocated;
(iii) when the next allocation is envisaged; and
(iv) how long it takes to be allocated a plot in Gaborone
on application.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): Mr Speaker, I profusely apologise for
coming late Sir, I was still assisting some people.
i) The total number of applications on the waiting
lists for residential plots in Gaborone is 22 264 for
various categories as detailed here under; High
Income Large- 1448
High Income Middle- 3 802
High Income Small- 2 919
Middle Income Upper- 2 678
Self Help Housing Agency- 11 417.
(ii) The last allocation for plots by Government was
done in 2014 at Tsholofelo Extension and people
allocated were those who applied in 1989 and
1991.
(iii) Mr Speaker, given the fact that serviced land from
government is not readily available in Gaborone, I
am not in a position to state when the next allocation
will take place. However, Government acquired a
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QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
total of 5 014 hectares of land at Ledumadumane
in Kweneng District to address shortage of land
for different uses in Gaborone. It is expected
that preparation of this land for allocation, that is
planning, surveying and servicing will be covered
during the National Development Plan (NDP) 11
period.
Allocation of land in Gaborone and elsewhere depend on
availability of land and therefore, I am not in a position
to state the exact length of time it takes to allocate land
in Gaborone. Notwithstanding that, when all things are
equal, that is when serviced plots become available,
it takes approximately six months for the allocation
process to be completed. Thank you.
MR MMOLOTSI: Supplementary. Minister, according
to the information that you are giving, you have allocated
applicants of 1989 and 1991 and from then up to now it
has been 24 years, so what are you doing as government
to help someone who has been waiting for a plot for
about 24 years who may no longer be working and does
not have any resources to develop the plot?
MR MAELE: It is unfortunate that the problem is
shortage of land. We also do not wish to take 24 years to
allocate people plots. Our wish is to take 6 months to 12
months to have allocated people plots. But the problem
is that there is no land available to allocate.
Now if someone is no longer working, their children can
assist them build or they can build through the Self Help
Housing Agency (SHHA) that does not require someone
who is working and earning a lot of money. So there
are a lot of ways that somebody can actually benefit
from that particular plot even if they are already in their
retirement years. But the fact of the matter is that this is
not right and we do not like it either. Thank you.
MR MOSWAANE: Supplementary. Minister, I heard
you talking about five thousand and something, but we
are talking about 18 000 applicants. According to you,
how many plots can be demarcated from 5 000 square
metres? Is it not time to introduce enviro loans to speed
up allocating people land? Thank you.
MR MAELE: Mr Speaker, I do not want to tell this
Parliament something that is not true. I am not sure
how many plots will be demarcated from these 5 014
hectares. Obviously it would not be residential plots
only, it would be residential, civic and community,
commercial, industrial and so forth and so forth. I
cannot remember by heart how many plots there can be,
but if you want that answer, I can give it to you before
closing of business today.
I do not believe that introducing enviro loans can help
improve shortage of land. The main thing is that there is
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no land but I think maybe tomorrow in the Committee of
Supply of Lands and Housing, you will hear something
that can help answer the issue at hand. Thank you Mr
Speaker.
FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO PRISONS AND
POLICE HOLDING CELLS FOR INSPECTION
OF CONDITIONS
MR D. L. KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE
WEST): asked the Minister of Defence, Justice and
Security:(i) how many High Court Judges, Ministers,
Members of Parliament (Members of the Portfolio
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence, Justice,
Security and Government Assurances) and Senior
Ministry Officials respectively, visited Prisons and
Police holding cells at Police Stations to inspect
conditions from April 2008 to date;
(ii) if there are any local or international NonGovernmental Organisations who have visited
Prisons during the same period and for the same
purpose, if not;
(iii) why Prisons are not inspected by the said category
of people; and if so, (for some or for all) to state
what their verdicts were on Prisons’ conditions.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Mr Speaker, the
following visits were undertaken by various stakeholders
to inspect conditions in Prisons and Police holding cells
in the period between April 2008 and March 2016:
(a) Sixteen (16) visits by Ministers,
(b) Four (4) by Members of Parliament,
(c) Four (4) by Members of Ntlo ya Dikgosi,
(d) One (1) visit by Members of the Portfolio
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence, Justice,
Security and Governance Assurances,
(e) Four (4) visits by the Permanent Secretaries,
(f) One hundred and two (102) by Magistrates as
Official Visitors,
(g) One hundred and eighty (180) by Visiting
Committees; and
(h) Thirty (30) visits by Members of the Mental
Health Board.
There were no visits by any local or international NonGovernmental Organization during the same period
and for the same purpose. There is no provision in the

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
Prisons Act which allows for inspection of conditions in
prisons by Non-Governmental Organisations. It is for
this reason that there were no visits to prisons cells by
Non-Governmental Organisation.
I thank you Mr Speaker.
NOTES FOR THE MINISTER
The total number of visits by Ministers is Fifteen (15).
Honourable L. P Siele, (then Minister of Labour and
Home Affairs), Gaborone Complex on 24th April 2008
and 17th February 2009.
Honourable E. J. Batshu (then Acting Minister of
Defence Justice and Security), Francistown on 20th
November 2009.
Honourable D. N. Seretse (the then Minister of Defence,
Justices and Security), Gaborone Complex on 3rd
December 2009 and Lobatse on 4th December 2009.
Honourable S. Kgathi (the current Minister of Defence,
Justice and Security), Machaneng on 1st June 2015,
Molepolole on 25th May 2015 and Gaborone Complex
on 3rd March 2015.
All these Ministers were visiting in pursuance of their
mandate as political leaders responsible for prisons.
In addition to the visits by the Ministers, there were
visits carried out by Members of Parliament. The visits
were:
Members of the Portfolio Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Defence, Justice, Security and Governance Assurances
visit to Francistown Prison Honourable M.E Masisi
visit to Moshupa Prison 10th October 2015.
Honourable N. Molefhi and Honourable L.D Keorapetse
visit to Selebi Phikwe Prison 17th January 2011 and 15th
January 2015.
Members of Ntlo ya Dikgosi visited four (4) prisons in
Gaborone.
There were also two (2) visits to prisons by the
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Labour and
Home Affairs by then Ms Tsiane - Mahalapye on 14th
July 2008 and Serowe on 1st March 2009.
Two (2) visits by the Permanent Secretary in the
Ministry of Defence, Justice and Security, Ms Tsiane –
Serowe on 8th February 2012.
There are oversight bodies provided for in the Prisons
Act. These are Official Visitors under Section 131 and
Prison Visiting Committee under Section 134 of Prisons
Act. Official Visitors include Judges, Magistrates and
Hansard No 182
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any other persons as may be appointed and published in
the Government Gazette by the Minister.
The total numbers of visits by these bodies are one
hundred and two (102) by Magistrates as Official
Visitors and one hundred and eighty (180) by Visiting
Committees. In all these visits, it was found that prison
conditions met the standards set out by the Prions Act as
well as by the Prisons Regulations.
There is yet another body that visits prisons to inspect
conditions in our prisons. This is the Mental Health
Board which is appointed by His Excellency the
President. For the period of April 2008 to date, the
Mental Health Board carried out Thirty (30) visits. And
I am pleased Madam Speaker to state that the Board
has always found conditions in prisons to be good for
human habitation.
During the period between April 2008 to date, the
International Committee of the Red Cross made only one
visit to the Francistown Centre for Illegal Immigrants
to inspect conditions of the Asylum Seekers and Illegal
Immigrants. The Committee was also satisfied with the
living conditions at the Centre.
MR KEORAPETSE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister has the High Court Judges and the Court of
Appeal judges never visited prisons? I hear you on
part two of the question where it talks about local and
international Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
in Botswana and that there is no provision. Are you
not planning to have that because it is international
best practice that the NGOs like Botswana Network
on Ethics, Law and HIV/AIDS (BONELA) or the Red
Cross can visit prisons as a way of advising government
on the conditions of prisons?
MR KGATHI: As I said on the last part of my question
that there is no provision in the Prisons Act which
allows for inspection of conditions in prisons by NonGovernmental Organisations, I may have to go and
review what the Act says in detail, rather than maybe
commit myself while standing here.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Supplementary. Thank
you for our answer Honourable Minister. How many
visits have you or your office made?
MR KGATHI: I went there many times. Just lately
I visited the Women’s Prison in Gaborone, I went to
Machaneng and I cannot just specifically remember
other places where I visited.
MR KEORAPETSE: Supplementary. Honourable
Minister, the last part of the question (iii) is asking about
the verdicts on prison conditions but I did not hear you
say anything about it.
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MR KGATHI: I said there were no visits by the NGOs
during the same period and for the same purpose and I
further said there is no provision in the Act which allows
for inspection of these conditions by the same people.
For the earlier part, there are several other Ministers and
Members of Parliament who have visited. I have the
information here, former Minister Mr Siele, Mr Batshu,
Mr Seretse and myself, we have visited prisons.
STATUS OF LAWLESSNESS AT MOTSUMI
JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked the
Minister of Education and Skills Development:(i) to apprise this Honourable House on the status of
lawlessness at Motsumi Junior Secondary School
in Letlhakane for the year 2015;
(ii) if it is true that some Form 3 examination papers
for the last year were written under supervision of
teachers assisted by the armed police; if so, why;
(iii) whether she can relate this to the current school
management or poor parenting at home; and
(iv) what has been done so far to address this anomaly.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Mr
Speaker, I am happy to report that we do not have a
state of lawlessness at Motsumi Junior Secondary
School. More so the law has been upheld by the school
management to deal with five (5) recorded cases of
serious indiscipline in 2015.
(i) Mr Speaker, there are no reported cases of Form
3 students writing their examinations under
supervision of teachers assisted by armed police. It
maybe that a case, which had been reported to the
police, in which two (2) students who had fought
the day prior to an examination was misconstrued
when the students were returned to the school
following questioning.
(ii) Mr Speaker, these cases cannot easily be related to
the current school management as both the School
Head and Deputy School Head had recently
transferred into the school in 2015.
(iii) All cases of indiscipline by students are dealt
with as they occur. We also use the Guidance and
Counselling and Peer Approach to Counselling by
teens to assist our students in their general psychosocial development. Parents do remain the most
influential in their child’s development outside
school. Thank you.
PLANS TO COMPENSATE LEDUMANG
RESIDENTS FOR THEIR CRACKED HOUSES

Tuesday 8rdMarch, 2016
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development:(i) what is being done to compensate residents
of Ledumang whose houses cracked during
the construction of the Tsholofelo Extension
Infrastructure;
(ii) if he is aware that a letter was written to residents
on 25th July, 2009 by the contractor promising
to inspect households by 27th July, 2009 with
Gaborone City Council officials and to date no
inspection was done until completion of the
project; and
(iii) what assurances can he give to the affected parties.
Later date.
CRIME ALLEGATION REPORTS RECEIVED IN
RESPECT OF BCL MINE
MR D. L. KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE
WEST): asked the Minister for Presidential Affairs and
Public Administration:(i) to state the number and nature of corruption and
economic crime allegations reports received by
the Directorate on Corruption and Economic
Crime (DCEC) in respect of the BCL Mine; and
(ii) how many of these allegations resulted in
investigations and the results thereof.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
(MR MAKGALEMELE): Thank you Mr Speaker,
I wish all women a happy women’s day. Mr Speaker,
DCEC received a total of 36 reports alleging corruption
and economic crime at BCL mine between 2001 and
2015. The nature of the reports involved issues of
conflict of interest, corruption in security tenders,
corruption in the recruitment process, payment of bribes
relating to transportation tenders, payment of bribes in
maintenance contracts, payment of bribes to secure work
and residence permits, payment of bribes by suppliers,
customs fraud, insurance fraud and corruption related to
shut down maintenance.
Mr Speaker, 18 of these allegations were classified for
investigation, nine cases were closed due to lack of
evidence, eight cases are still under investigation whilst
one case was completed at court and the offender was
convicted and given a suspended sentence. I thank you
Mr Speaker.
DISPARITY WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN
CADRES IN THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,
JUSTICE AND SECURITY

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
MR H. B. BILLY (FRANCISTOWN EAST): asked
the Minister of Defence, Justice and Security:(i) why there is disparity with respect to certain
cadres in his Ministry with particular reference to
the Botswana Police Service, Botswana Defence
Force and Botswana Prison Service, where there
is invariably a huge salary gap amongst officers
within those departments;
(ii) if he is aware that Prison Warders, as compared to
their counterparts in the Army and Police, are paid
very low salaries, notwithstanding the fact that
they perform equally demanding and sometimes
dangerous tasks and are exposed to daily risks of
being harmed by hard-core criminals with whom
they interact and deal with on a daily basis; and
(iii) whether in light of the above, he will consider
reviewing salaries and allowances with a view to
come up with a salary scheme that will be fair and
non-discriminatory.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Mr Speaker,
(i) The comparison of Prison officers, Police officers
and members of the Botswana Defence Force
salaries and benefits is improper because these are
Departments with distinct mandates and governed
by different statutes. Their pay and related
packages are specific to each one and therefore
they were never meant to be the same.
(ii) In this context each Department’s salaries are
graded independent of each other, taking into
account their respective uniqueness, scope of work
and related risks. I can therefore confirm that the
issues of disparity and discrimination do not arise.
(iii) Mr Speaker, my Ministry, with a view to address
each Department’s pay challenges, engaged
consultants to undertake a comprehensive review
of the pay structure and conditions of service for
the Botswana Prisons Service, Botswana Police
Service and Botswana Defence Force. These
were consultants who are experts in pay structures
and benefits analysis, with experience in these
particular functional areas.
I can assure you Mr Speaker that I will be taking their
findings and recommendations for Cabinet consideration
this month, whose outcome should certainly address,
among other things, the persistent concerns about the
remuneration of prison officers. I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR ARONE: Supplementary. Thank you Mr Speaker.
Hansard No 182
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Honourable Minister, can you come out clear when the
consultants started working and if you can commit to a
specific date when this exercise will be completed?

is representing the other one, he cannot divorce himself
from his duties. Is it not that now that he is the Minister,
he takes responsibility of that Ministry fully?

MR KGATHI: Can I say it loud and clear that I have
concluded the conditions of service for all the disciplined
forces being the BDF, Police and Prisons. This has been
my exercise and my preoccupation since I came into
this Ministry. That work has been concluded. I cannot
be able to precisely stand here and say on such and such
a date because government does not function that way.
We submit Cabinet memoranda to Clerk of Cabinet and
as they come they are lined up given the business of
Cabinet. All I can assure you and for all those who are
out there, they must get to hear and understand that I am
saying all that work has been concluded.

MR SPEAKER: I told you that there is no Speaker’s
question time in this House, ask yourselves questions.
When you call for procedure or point of Order you want
me to respond. I am not here to answer the Minister or
the government’s questions; I am only the Speaker of
this House.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: I want us to go back to question
number one but before that, I will allow the last
supplementary by Honourable Mmolotsi.
MR MMOLOTSI: Supplementary. Minister, are you
aware that the answer that you have just given is the
same answer that you gave even in the Tenth Parliament?
What progress have you made since the Tenth Parliament
because this story seems to be consistent?
MR KGATHI: No, maybe he is referring to your
Ministry. He should not say this is the answer you gave
in the Tenth Parliament and …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MR KGATHI: No, does he not understand English?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Did he say you?
MR KGATHI: He said the answer you gave in the Tenth
Parliament. I was not the Minister of Defence then. He
should rather say your Ministry has given, so that the
context is understood. But all I am saying Mr Speaker,
ever since I was appointed a year ago, this has been my
preoccupation and I can confidently confirm that the
conditions of service for the BDF, Police and Prisons
are concluded and I am just awaiting for presentation to
Cabinet for consideration.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of procedure.
MR SPEAKER: Let us go back to question number
one, Honourable Mmolotsi I said it is the last one.
Now I know what you are doing. You are calling for
procedure but you want to ask Honourable Kgathi a
question. Stand up and do not ask me a question.
MR MMOLOTSI: Procedure. I do not think you a
Prophet Mr Speaker. The procedure is that if the Minister
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MR KGATHI: No Honourable if you want to say
whatever that you understand do not speak the English
that you were speaking. You were saying in the Tenth
Parliament I responded and I am saying no, rather
correct it. Now you have corrected your statement. So
do not use English language because clearly it confuses
you….
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of Order!
MR SPEAKER: No, you are wasting time with point
of orders. Let us go back to Question 1.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of Order Sir!
MR SPEAKER: No, you are wasting our time.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Mr Speaker, point of
order, he has lost us therefore we cannot finish it like
that.
ESTABLISHMENT OF FACTORIES IN THE
SELEBI PHIKWE DIVERSIFICATION UNIT
(SPEDU) REGION
MR K. MZWINILA (MMADINARE): Asked the
Minister of Trade and Industry to state:(i) The number of factories his Ministry or Selebi
Phikwe Diversification Unit (SPEDU) has
facilitated or assisted to be established in Selebi
Phikwe over the past 20 years;
(ii) The number of factories his Ministry or SPEDU
facilitated or assisted to be established in
Mmadinare over the past 20 years; and
(iii) Whether the establishment of factories in the
SPEDU region can be decentralised in order
for some of the factories or industrial projects
to be established in Mmadinare as part of rural
development and rural industrialisation.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF TRADE AND
INDUSTRY (MR KEBONANG): Good afternoon
Mr Speaker. Mr Speaker, while SPEDU’s mandate is
not singularly to establish factories, it has facilitated
acquisition of land for an operational steel milling
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project by Pula Steel and Castings (Pty) Limited. This
company is based in Selebi Phikwe and privately-owned
with BCL Limited being the majority shareholder. The
company currently employs 250 people.
Other projects include:
• the horticulture produce processing plant;
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clarify that the answer that was given by his Ministry in
the 10th Parliament is similar to the one he just gave now.
So I thought this matter was clear and is now closed.
MR MOSWAANE: On a point of procedure sir.
MR SPEAKER: Where is the procedure coming from?
MR MOSWAANE: I was saying…

• the Motloutse River Farm Electrification Pilot
Project;

MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, do not waste
our time.

• refurbishment of the Selebi Phikwe Airport in
collaboration with the Civil Aviation Authority of
Botswana (CAAB); and

MR MOSWAANE: You are now threatening us but we
must be free to ask questions in this house because we
are representing the people. I am sorry sir but the way
you are running it…

• Facilitation of allocation of 74 Light Industrial Plots
in support of cottage industry development in Selebi
Phikwe.

MR SPEAKER: Go ahead with your procedure.

My Ministry or SPEDU has not as yet facilitated the
establishment of any factories in Mmadinare. However,
it is part of the SPEDU strategy to explore opportunities
in the rural and urban areas in this region and this includes
Mmadinare. To this end, SPEDU has established
a Regional Division whose sole mandate is rural
community outreach and development. This division
will therefore be working with all the constituencies, to
spearhead rural development and industrialization.
Mr Speaker, the Regional Division will therefore
be working with all constituencies in the region,
including Mmadinare, to spearhead rural development
and industrialization. This arrangement will allow
constituencies to draft, plan and implement their projects
with limited centralized authority from Selebi Phikwe.
I thank you, Madam Speaker.
MR MOSWAANE: I said point of Order Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker, I want you to assist us to facilitate for the
smooth running of this House. Honourable Mmolotsi
had mentioned that this matter that was answered by
Honourable Shaw Kgathi was once debated in the 10th
Parliament and we do not have any evidence to that
effect. This House is of the belief that the ministry is
failing because it was debated and debated and there is
nothing coming forth. So I wanted him to give us proof
that this matter was indeed discussed in Parliament.
That is what I needed Mr Speaker but it has gone too far
and you are aware that….
MR SPEAKER: Sit down, I will answer you. He never
said this matter was debated in Parliament, he rather
said the answer was given on the 10th Parliament. That
is why I asked the Honourable Minister to stand and

MR MOSWAANE: Was it right that he responded to
my question without showing any evidence that indeed
this matter was answered before?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …Inaudible…
MR MOSWAANE: I know, I am asking for the benefit
of this House. Members are aware of the questions that
are being asked in the house and they know the answers
to them. Do not treat us like we do not know what we
are doing because we are experienced enough to stand
up for ourselves.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: really?
MR MOSWAANE: yes.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Moswaane, an agreement
has to be reached before anything is done in this house;
it becomes a matter for the Assurances Committee for it
to follow not for the Speaker. Do not worry this matter
have been answered, it is now in the past. If there is
any motion that you are aware of that has not been
implemented, go to the Assurances Committee and
ask them to make a follow up on it. Okay Honourable
Member?
CONSIDERATION TO CONSTRUCT A
ROAD FROM THALAMABELE VET GATEMOSU-MMATSHUMO-ZOROGA THROUGH
ECONOMIC STIMULUS PROGRAMME (ESP)
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked the
Minister of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism if he
does not see the need to motivate for a construction of a
road from Thalamabele Vet Gate – Mosu – Mmatshumo
– Zoroga to boost tourism in the area through Economic
Stimulus Programme (ESP); if so:Hansard No 182
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(i) What impact can this road have on tourism in
Botswana and the area;
(ii) What are the two major tourism activities that are
carried out in the area concerned and how can this
road contribute to this event;
(iii) What is the area zoned for under the Special
Economic Zones; and
(iv) When can construction of these roads be initiated.
ACTING MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT,
WILDLIFE AND TOURISM (MR MAELE): Mr
Speaker, my ministry through the Department of
National Museum and Monuments has developed the
Makgadikgadi Heritage Trail, which was developed to
link all the tourism attractions within the area. This trail
links Sowa Town, Kokonje, Mosu, Lekhubu, Greens
and Chapman’s Baobabs. The road is in the process of
being graded in order to make the heritage trail more
accessible.
The two major tourism activities that are undertaken
by the Botswana Tourism organisation in the area are
the Makgadikgadi Epic and the Race for Rhinos and
the latter was hosted for the first time at the Lekhubu
Islands in 2015.
Mr Speaker, the development of this heritage trail will
increase the tourism activities in the area due to the
improvement of the road access. On the other hand,
the heritage trail road from Sowa Town to Mosu via
Kokonje has been completed and the referenced road is
covered within these developments. However, the area
is not classified under the 8 economic zones.
Thank you Mr Speaker.
SHORTAGE OF WATER IN SOME AREAS OF
GABANE-MMANKGODI CONSTITUENCY
MAJ. GEN. P. MOKGWARE (GABANE–
MMANKGODI): Asked the Minister of Minerals,
Energy and Water Resources if he is aware that some
locations in Gabane on the upper places along Gabane
Hill and some places in Mmankgodi have been without
water for over six (6) months now due to their altitude; if
so, will he consider placing water tanks in some selected
points where these people can be supplied with water.
MINISTER OF MINERALS, ENERGY AND
WATER RESOURCES (MR MOKAILA): Thank
you Mr Speaker; Honourable Minister, there are indeed
some places in Mmankgodi and Gabane that have been
without water for a long time. When there is water
rationing the upper places along the Gabane hill stay
without water for prolonged periods therefore we are
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planning to place water tanks in Gabane on the upper
places along Gabane Hill to help rectify this problem.
In Mmankgodi two places that are affected are Thobega
CJSS and the village Kgotla. There are different reasons
this could be happening; we suspect that the pipes are
blocked seeing that they also have prolonged water
shortages when there is water rationing. I have sent my
personnel to go and investigate if indeed these pipes
could be blocked and correct it if there is a problem.
We have already placed water tank by the Kgotla in
Mmankgodi. Thank you.
ALLOCATION OF RANCHES ADVERTISED
UNDER NGWATO MAIN LAND BOARD
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked
the Minister of Lands and Housing to apprise this
Honourable House on the allocation of ranches that
were advertised last year under Ngwato Main Land
Board considering the following:(i) whether the adjudication is done and finished;
(ii) how many youth and women benefited from the
allocation;
(iii) whether there were any appeals against the
adjudication process and why;
(iv) how many were allocated for people in the Rural
Area Development Programme settlements e.g.
Khwee;
(v) how many were allocated to community trust, if
any applied; and
(vi) If there was a quota reserved for Boteti people and
how it was shared between Boteti East and Boteti
West communities.
MINISTER OF LANDS AND HOUSING (MR
MAELE): Mr Speaker, the adjudication of 17 ranches
and 18 small agricultural holdings advertised by Ngwato
Land Board in 2015 was done and concluded between
18th and 25th October 2015.
Six youth benefited from the allocations out of which
three we allocated commercial livestock ranches, while
three were allocated small agricultural holdings plots.
In addition, six women also benefitted from the
allocations where three were allocated commercial
livestock ranches and three were allocated small
agricultural holdings plots.
(i) there were three appeals against the adjudication
from individuals and companies. The grounds of
appeal among others centred around not making
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each to the short list and further examination of
the contents provided by applicants.
(ii) Mr Speaker, out of the 17 ranches none was
allocated to the Khwee community as the
Honourable Member would be aware ranch
number 54 M.O. at Kaka was first reserved for
Khwee community in 2000 and was formerly
allocated to the community in 2015.
(iii) Mr Speaker, no trust was allocated a farm as they
had not applied.
(iv) There was not quota reserved for Boteti people.
Thank you Sir.
MR KEORAPETSE: Supplementary. Thank you
Minister on (iii) you indicated that there were three
appeals and I just wanted to find out if these appeals
were upheld?
MR MAELE: Others went straight to Land Tribunal,
and the adjudication for those two was delivered, the
complainants lost the case but there is one which is at
the High Court and its adjudication has not yet been
delivered. Thank you Sir.
MR ARONE: Further supplementary. Thank you.
Honourable Minister you have mentioned that there
was nothing reserved for the Boteti Communities, but
are you in a position to share with the House if among
those who benefitted do you have anybody originating
from Boteti?
MR MAELE: I believe if it can be tabled as a question
I can go and look for names I am not sure at this point
in time if there is someone originating from Boteti.
Remember Sir I cannot be able to indicate now, because
these farms are not in the Boteti area there were all over
we just did what we could. If I can give an example,
you will find two at Nata, Boteti, Zone two and so on.
So we were basically working on the little we had is not
that there were all from the Boteti area, there were all
over in the Ngwato Tribal Administration Land Board.
Thank you Sir.
MR MAJAGA: Further supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: Yes, let that be the last one.
MR MAJAGA: Thank you Mr Speaker, let me ask
the Minister that why applicants not given responses;
whether they were successful or not because they have
used money to apply for those farms. Secondly I would
like to make a correction that it is Khwee and Kokoro
not Kgokgong.

STATEMENT - COMMEMORATION OF
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
MR MAELE: Just to start with, let me acknowledge
that I do accept the correction, the names confused me,
thank you so much. Why did the applicants not get
responses? The truth is that they got responses Sir. Their
responses were in the package we sent, we indicated
in that package that unsuccessful applicants will not
get letters directly so what we did after adjudication
of these farms we wrote in the Daily News indicating
that we have concluded our assessment examination of
allocation of those ranches if you do not receive a letter
it basically means you were unsuccessful. We did that
because there were three point something applicants but
only 35 ranches. Therefore we realised that the quickest
response is to make an announcement in the daily News
to inform the unsuccessful candidates. We did that, we
responded Sir. Thank you.

TABLING OF PAPERS
The following papers were tabled:
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 1 OF
2016: LIQUOR (EXEMPTION) (NO. 1)
REGULATIONS, 2016.
(Minister of Trade and Industry)
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO. 11 OF
2016: LIQUOR (EXEMPTION) (NO. 3)
REGULATIONS, 2016.
(Minister of Trade and Industry)

STATEMENT
COMMEMORATION OF
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
CHAIRPERSON OF THE PARLIAMENTARY
CAUCUS ON WOMEN (MS BOTLOGILE M.
TSHIRELETSO): Mr Speaker, today the 8th March
2016, the United Nations and the world at large
commemorates International Women’s Day. Women
have been celebrated on this Day since the early 1900s
and since those early years, the Day has assumed a
new global dimension for women in developed and
developing countries alike. It is a day meant to reflect
on progress made, to call for change and to celebrate
acts of courage and determination by ordinary women
who have played an extraordinary role in the history of
their countries and communities.
This year’s International Women’s Day is celebrated
by the United Nations under the theme – “Pledge for
Gender Parity”. Thus, we join hands with the global
world in celebrating the economic, political and social
achievements of women in the past, present and future.
Hansard No 182
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Mr Speaker, as charity begins at home, as a way of
celebrating, this year, for the first time ever, we found
it fit to motivate our Parliament Staff and to also share
our successes with the staff at the Ministry of Local
Government and Rural Development, Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Education and Skills Development
and residents of Tlokweng. These celebrations are meant
to motivate women from across various professions
in our institutions to aspire to reach greater heights in
various aspects of their lives.
Mr Speaker, this year presents us, Botswana with an
opportunity to count our blessing as a nation. We are
blessed in that the year 2016 is a year in which we
will be celebrating Golden Jubilee; that is 50 years of
independence. Since independence in 1966, Botswana
has afforded its people freedom of expression, free
debate and tolerance for varying opinions. This
atmosphere has resulted in free debates and tolerance
towards women’s rights. This can be attributed to the
Government of Botswana amending the laws to achieve
equality between men and women. Legislation has been
developed and some laws amended to afford our women
opportunities that improve their lives.
Allow me to mention them Mr Speaker. A few of these
being:
• Development of the Domestic Violence Act of 2008
and its regulations.
• The Children’s Act of 2009.
• Married Person’s Property Act of 2014 as well as;
• School Re-admission Policy which affords learners
the opportunity to return to school within six months
after giving birth. In my view, this affords the girl
child equal opportunity to access education like the
boy child.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …Murmurs...
MS TSHIRELETSO: I request this boy child sitting
next to me to listen….
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…

Mr Speaker, when it comes to politics, I must say that
currently, women Members of Parliament constitute
only 9.5 per cent in a House of 63 Parliamentarians. The
proportion of women in Parliament has not exceeded 10
per cent in the last two general elections held in 2009
and 2014; there has been a slight increase of only 1.5 per
cent. Therefore, in the absence of the electoral process
that allows for deliberate measures to ensure a critical
mass of women in Parliament, I implore all Heads of
various political parties to come up with strategies of
addressing this anomaly.
Mr Speaker, let me at this point in time encourage
Legislators to make a difference for every woman and
girl child in this country. Together as Parliamentarians
we must:
• Speed up cultural change with progressive corporate
policy, such as paternity leave and flexible working
hours.
• Build supportive environments and work to eliminate
conscious and unconscious bias.
• Pledge to move from talk to purposeful action and with men and women joining forces - we can
collectively help women advance, equal to their
numbers and realize the limitless potential they offer
economies the world over.
Mr Speaker, as I conclude, I urge all of us to make the
commitments of International Women’s Day matter
every day, to improve the lives of women and men alike.
Let us stand in solidarity with women in every corner
of the world who are working for positive change in
their families, their communities and in their countries.
“Pledge for Gender Parity”! I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Thank you Honourable
Tshireletso. In accordance with Standing Order 41.3, I
will allow short questions to elucidate the statement.
MR KESUPILE: Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like
to thank the lady who was reading out the statement on
gender affairs today. This word….

MR SPEAKER: Honourable Tshireletso, do not forget
that what you are saying in Parliament is being recorded.
You should therefore withdraw calling somebody a boy
child. I do not think it is part of your statement.

MS TSHIRELETSO: Point of order Mr Speaker. I am a
woman, but I have a name. I am a Member of Parliament
for Mahalapye East, I am called Botlogile Tshireletso
and I am the Chairperson of the Parliamentary Caucus
on Women. I cannot be referred to as the lady who was
reading the statement.

MS TSHIRELETSO: I withdraw Mr Speaker. Today
we were calling each other boys and girls but since you
were not there, I withdraw.

MR SPEAKER: Thank you Honourable Tshireletso.
Honourable Kesupile please refer to Honourable
Tshireletso by her name.

MS TSHIRELETSO: Yes, they are here talking.
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MR KESUPILE: Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like
to respect Honourable Botlogile Tshireletso who is a
Member of Parliament as well as an Assistant Minister in
this Parliament. The word “women” came up more than
ten times in her statement and so I want her to explain
how changing the name of the women’s organisation to
become Gender Affairs, helped the plight of women?
Lastly I would like to know what you think about going
back to the name “Women’s Affairs” since it does not
bring about any confusion that I sensed in the words that
you have been reading. This is why there is no words
like “gender circumcision,” when it comes to men,
instead there is, “male circumcision,” “men’s football”
and not “gender football.” Are we now headed towards
calling netball a gender game?
MS TSHIRELETSO: If I could read the pledge, the 8th
of March every year is the International Women’s Day
and on that day there is a theme and the theme for this
year read thus, “Pledge for Gender Parity”. You can all
see that I am not wrong in any way. I am talking about
women but it is not wrong for me to talk about gender
as well because I am talking about gender equality. I
do not see anything wrong for us to have taken that
decision and I as my son Mmoloki’s mother and I have
a daughter as well…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible.
MS TSHIRELETSO: He is a grown man who is even
married. Even the whole world knows that when you
talk about gender it includes both men and women.
Today we are talking more about women because it is
International Women’s Day. We are pledging that we
shall fight the gender inequality; Pledge for Gender
Parity. Can you see that as a woman, I am pledging for
gender parity? But I will advocate more for the one who
is trailing behind. Thank you. There was a second one.
The second one was saying…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MS TSHIRELETSO: No, they are just the same
because someone was saying…or maybe they are
different? Madam?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, it is Women’s Day.
MS TSHIRELETSO: …(Laughing)… Thank you, if I
did not get it properly, someone will assist me.
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MS TSHIRELETSO: No, what I can say is that we
now have a place to go to, to dialogue and let it out. For
me to list the benefits; like I have already mentioned,
we have had laws which have been amended, working
together with those whom at that time were referred to
as Women’s Affairs. So, right now I would say there is
good progress because…
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT (DR DOW): On a point of
elucidation. Thank you Mr Speaker. I first of all want
to thank Honourable Tshireletso. Secondly I would just
like to elucidate that, you attain gender parity when
you make sure that both genders; male and female have
equal access to resources. So, yes you attain gender
parity in sports if you begin to sponsor or put more
money in women sports. You also attain gender parity
in education if you make sure that there is equal access
to education for both men and women. So, using gender
does not derail us from the objective that we actually
want women to move forward. I will give an example,
you attain racial equality when you make sure that black
people in the community where they are historically
being undermined or underserved or underfunded, or not
protected by the law, actually gain that. So, you attain
what they want. The goal is gender parity; to get there,
you must make sure that you actually put resources,
laws and policies that support women to make sure that
we get gender parity. Thank you.
MR KEORAPETSE: Thank you Mr Speaker. Thank
you Honourable Minister. I just wanted to find out if
you are going to support a Motion on paternity leave
because it is going to be tabled here in Parliament?
Secondly, are you going to support another Motion
which says when women go for maternity leave they
should be given 14 weeks plus full pay? This should
be a law so that it tallies with the convention. I believe
it is 183 of the ILO. Lastly I just wanted to ask the
Honourable Minister what they are saying about…
MR SPEAKER: You are asking too many questions
Honourable Member.
MR KEORAPETSE: They are short. You said we
should ask short questions.
MR SPEAKER: You are not the only one here.

MR SPEAKER: Honourable Kesupile, please remind
her by repeating what you said in your second question.

MR KEORAPETSE: What is your take on Southern
African Development Community (SADC) Protocol on
Gender and Development; as women what is your view.

MR KESUPILE: I was saying how and to what extent
has calling a Department ‘Gender Affairs’ helped with
regard to improving the status of women?

MS TSHIRELETSO: Thank you. The first one, when
I was presenting in my speech when I talked about the
bullet, I said; the bullet,
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: Do not yell.

MS TSHIRELETSO: Please ask Honourable Nkaigwa
to relax. Honourable Keorapetse was calmly asking
questions here. What I want to say is that as a Member
and Chairperson of the Women’s Caucus, you know how
many times we have asked the government to sign; but
the government has her stance. When the government
has made a decision, you cannot say ‘since Honourable
Tshireletso is part of the government as a Member of
Parliament and a Minister, therefore she should go and
sign on her own.’ We should note that the signing is done
collectively, and a request has been made. There is no
one who does not know that we have done so. Anyone
who does not know that fact is a visitor in Botswana
then. We have made this request as women Members of
Parliament; we even went to see the President. This is
not something that we only talk about here. Even those
which were elaborated by Honourable Batshu which he
mentioned, we are aware of them; but I am not going
to talk about them. Even today I am saying the Bill
should be signed. If it is not signed, you cannot say,
‘Honourable Tshireletso’s government did this and that.’

MS TSHIRELETSO: No, I am not yelling at him. I am
just saying he cannot ask me if I am going to support his
Motion. I am going to listen to him attentively. I do not
have a problem with issues that have to do with women,
and he knows that; but when he presents the motion on
paternity leave, I am going to support him.

MR MMOLOTSI: The Chairperson for Women’s
Caucus, I just wanted to find out that since it is evident
that women who are Members of Parliament are doing
something today in their respective Ministries, what is
it that women outside Parliament and in our various
constituencies are doing to celebrate this day?

Now the other ones which you have mentioned, I am
not sure what you were really talking about. So, I am
going to listen to you and support you if necessary. I
can support you alone if others do not support you, and
that is something you know. I would be airing my own
sentiments as a woman. So, I do not want to be put in a
corner being asked whether I am going to support or not.
No! That will not be fair to me.

MS TSHIRELETSO: My Ministry, since it is united
with Honourable Batshu’s Ministry, today the reason
why you heard me talking about Tlokweng, that is
where we were. Honourable Bathobakae is waiting for
us there. Women from various parts of the country are
gathered there to come and celebrate this day. There is
a national one. In the constituencies they have started,
and it is going to continue; you might find out that
throughout this month we shall be celebrating this day
Honourable Member. They shall come, if they are ready
in Francistown I will come and I do not have a problem
with that. Councils make an arrangement, working in
conjunction with Honourable Batshu’s Ministry so that
these days to celebrated. Even the funds for International
Women’s Day are there. When I was still a Councillor
in Mahalapye I was very active. I was a member of
an International Women’s Committee, at some point I
was even a Chairperson. What I am saying is that it is
possible to celebrate at the district level, in villages. We
would take the commemorations to Otse, Davedale and
other places. We went around all the small villages in
Mahalapye Sub District, visiting them and helping them
to celebrate their day. Thank you very much, you asked
a very important question. I did not know that when
you were interrupting me like that you are actually very
intelligent. Thank you.

1. Speed up cultural change with progressive
cooperative policy such as paternity leave and
flexible working hours.
Now you do not campaign or lobby for support of
Motions through questions, because you cannot ask me
now when I have already talked about it. Maybe that
one on paternity you will leave it for a while because as
women we are already onto that one.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MS TSHIRELETSO: Yes! We do not know. We did
not see it. Now, you were asking if we are going to
support the one on full pay. No! Wait a minute. Before I
support the Motion, I have to hear how the Motion will
be presented. Maybe you are not going to present it or
frame it the way I want. You cannot ask me whether
or not I am going to support you when you bring the
Motion here.

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: SADC Gender Protocol.
MS TSHIRELETSO: SADC Gender Protocol, did you
not ask a question Honourable Batshu?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MS TSHIRELETSO: Yes! This is something which
should be signed by a country not a Member of
Parliament or a Chairperson of a caucus.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MS TSHIRELETSO: You are too playful.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Tshireletso, please just
respond to the question and…
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ORGANISATION 1600 - INDEPENDENT ELECTORAL
COMMISSION - Committee of Supply

APPROPRIATION (2016/2017) BILL,
2016 (NO. 1 OF 2016)
Assembly in Committee
(CHAIRPERSON in the Chair)
ORGANISATION 1600 - INDEPENDENT
ELECTORAL COMMISSION
MR CHAIRPERSON (MR MOLATLHEGI):
Honourable Members, you are asked to note that two
hours have been allocated to this organisation. I shall
call upon the Honourable Minister to reply to the debate
today at 1635 hours. The question would be put at 1705
hours today.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): On a point of order. Yesterday I
raised the matter relating to the record on the Committee
of Supply whilst the Minister of Education and Skills
Development was on the floor, relating to the words
uttered by Honourable Mmatli. He purported to quote
the words that have been used by the Minister. Those
words were not correct because they were not the
words that had been used by the Minister. He said the
Minister had said, “I will not do that, they will figure
it out themselves.” The Minister had not said anything
like that. My request yesterday had been that words
like that were intended to create the words which the
Minister had not used. Those words should be expunged
and should not be attributed to the Minister, therefore
should be removed. You had said that we would come
back to that matter Mr Chairperson.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Honourable Mmatli is
not here? He tried to interpret what Honourable Dow
was saying from Setswana to English but it was not a true
reflection of what she actually said. When Honourable
Mmatli, we will take the Hansard and compare the
words said by Honourable Dow to what he said so that
he corrects himself because it is not a true reflection.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Thank you Mr Chairperson.
Mr Chairperson, it is with great pleasure that I present
the 2016/2017 Budget Estimates for “Organization
1601 - Independent Electoral Commission (IEC)”
to this Honourable House. Please allow me to start
my presentation by updating this Honourable House
on achievements and challenges faced during the
2015/2016 financial year, which was the first year of
the twelfth electoral cycle of the Republic of Botswana.
After the successful conduct of the 2014 General

Elections, three by-elections were held following the
resignations of incumbents. The voter turnout for all
three by-elections was lower than the corresponding
turnout in the 2014 General Elections which remains
a pain to the Commission. This requires an extensive
assessment with a view to establishing the cause of the
low voter turnout and providing solutions.
Mr Chairperson, the Commission conducted a National
Stakeholder Workshop to introspect on how the 2014
General Elections were conducted and appreciate
where improvements are needed. A report was prepared
and distributed to the electoral stakeholders. The
Commission extracted the recommendations from the
report and forwarded them to me for consideration and
consultation with Cabinet, which I did. Following these
consultations, Cabinet gave authority to draft a Bill
seeking amendment of the Electoral Act accordingly,
which has commenced.
The Commission has undertaken review of polling
stations, in consultation with stakeholders during the
2015/2016 financial year as per the requirements of
Section 5(2) of the Electoral Act. The outcome of the
review is intended to improve electoral service delivery
in preparation for the 2019 General Elections.
Mr Chairperson, the credibility and success of an
election depends on the inclusivity of all stakeholders
in electoral processes which include Ministries and
Government Departments. It is worth noting that the
Commission in collaboration with the Ministry of
Education and Skills Development continues to use the
Democracy Youth Clubs (DYC) to enhance democracy,
governance and elections in Botswana. In the year under
review, the Commission engaged the DYCs in debate
competitions at Junior and Senior Secondary School
levels. The Regional debates culminated into a National
Debate Championship involving both Junior Senior
Secondary Schools.
The Democracy Youth Clubs Debate Competitions
continue to provide a platform for students to have an
in-depth understanding and knowledge of issues related
to democracy, governance and electoral processes. The
clubs were allowed to choose topics from the broad
areas of: electoral systems, inclusivity in the electoral
processes, ensuring the holding of democratic elections
as well as the use of information and communication
technology in electoral processes among others.
Mr Chairperson, the Commission has also engaged the
Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture in the process
of reviewing the terms of engagement of Youth
Ambassadors (YA) under the Youth Ambassador
programme. It is through this programme that the
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Commission mobilises the out of school youth to
enhance their participation in electoral processes.
In an endeavour to integrate disability programmes
into the electoral processes, the Commission continues
to collaborate with the Coordinating Office for People
with Disabilities. During the year under review, the
Commission gathered information on people with
disabilities to facilitate provision of targeted information
packages and services for them.
Mr Chairperson, in order to ensure a grounded workforce
in the management of elections, the Commission
continues to build capacity of its staff through various
training programmes available locally and beyond
borders. Worth noting is the “Management of Democratic
Elections in Africa”, a certificate programme offered
by University of South Africa, which offers instruction
on electoral management. The Commission, in
collaboration with the Electoral Commission’s Forum
of SADC Countries, has trained 49 members of its staff
on the programme for professional development, five
of whom were enrolled during the 2015/2016 financial
year. An additional 27 officers are earmarked for training
on the same programme before end of this financial year.
The successful conduct of Botswana elections partly
owes to this programme which enhances knowledge and
skills on all the electoral processes.
Mr Chairperson, in an endeavour to deliver credible
elections, the Commission in collaboration with
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Assistance, built capacity of its staff members on
Electoral Risk Management Tool (ERM Tool). This is
a tool through which the Commission would develop
a deeper understanding of electoral risks, develop
situational analysis and proactively make informed
decisions to prevent adverse consequences. Such risks
include non-acceptance of technology in the electoral
process, electoral violence, non-acceptance of election
results, security of electoral materials and personnel.
A roadmap to the 2019 General Elections has been
drawn through the development of the 2015 – 2019
Strategic Plan with the primary intention of minimizing
challenges experienced in the eleventh electoral cycle.
The main focus of the current strategic plan includes
increasing citizen participation, promoting research
and knowledge management as well as enhancing
electoral processes through strengthened stakeholder
collaboration and leveraging on technology in electoral
processes.
Mr Chairperson, the ongoing development projects
include the construction of Tutume and Bobonong
Office blocks and staff houses which are at pre-contract
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(design consultancy) stage. It is important to note that,
due to budgetary constraints facing our country, the
actual construction will exclude Tutume staff houses
as well as Bobonong office block and staff houses.
The Commission has also embarked on the Review of
Electoral Processes which entails the exploration of
introducing electronic voting machines in our electoral
processes amongst others. A Publicity Drop-side
Vehicle has been procured but the installation of the
stage experienced challenges of limited manufacturers
resulting in retendering several times.
I am also glad to report that the Commission has been
allocated a plot with old structures in Palapye which
will be developed into an Election Education Centre.
Preparations for refurbishment have commenced with
an ongoing assessment of the current structures done by
the Department of Buildings and Engineering Services.
The commencement of actual refurbishment has been
postponed due to budgetary constraints.
Mr Chairperson, I must at this juncture appreciate the
efforts of government to strengthen capacity at the
Commission’s twenty five outstation offices through
the establishment of twenty five posts which absorbed
graduates. There is still a considerable need for capacity
building in the form of transport, office and residential
accommodation as well as human resource to enable the
Commission to reach out to the citizenry on electoral
matters. Coordination still remains a challenge as all
these 25 offices report directly to IEC head office.
Establishment of district coordination offices will go a
long way in addressing this administrative constraint.
Mr Chairperson, it is worthy to note that Cabinet is
considering the draft Cabinet Memoranda for the
Constitution Amendment Bill and the Independent
Electoral Commission Bill. Approval of these Bills will
go a long way in enhancing coordination of electoral
processes and progression towards international best
practices in electoral management. It will further
enhance operational efficiency and effectiveness as well
as the integrity of the election management body.
I would like to pass my gratitude to the entire nation
of Botswana, but more particularly the politicians and
electoral contestants for upholding the rule of law as
well as being tolerant in the entire course of the election
dispensation. The very recent being the Sekoma byeelection where such spirit was demonstrated.
Acceptance of the outcome of the 2014 general elections
by candidates and stakeholders reveals continued
growth in political maturity and trust in the electoral
process of Botswana.
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Mr Chairperson, with your permission, may I now
proceed to present my budget request for the 2016/2017
financial year.
RECURRENT BUDGET
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Fifty Five
Million, Six Hundred and Eighty Six Thousand, Four
Hundred and Ninety Pula (P55,686,490) for the 2016/17
financial year. This represents an increase of Three
Million, Eight Hundred and Sixty Two Thousand, Eight
Hundred Pula (P3,862,800) or 7 per cent more than the
2015/2016 approved budget of Fifty One Million, Eight
Hundred and Twenty Three Thousand, Six Hundred and
Ninety Pula (P51,823,690). The increase is as a result
of the estimate for overtime allowances for poll staff
during anticipated bye-elections as well as maintenance
costs for vehicles.
May I proceed to outline the major items of expenditure
that comprise my budget proposal.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00110 – SALARIES AND
ALLOWANCES
Mr Chairperson, I request for Twenty Six Million, Six
Hundred and Ten Thousand, Two Hundred and Thirty
Pula (P26,610,230). This represents an increase of Three
Million, Five Hundred Thousand, Three Hundred and
Ninety Pula (P3,500,390) or nearly 15 per cent over the
2015/2016 approved budget of Twenty Three Million,
One Hundred and Nine Thousand, Eight Hundred and
Forty Pula (P23,109,840). The increase is as a result
of overtime allowances for poll staff in the event of by
elections.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00200 – TRAVELLING AND
TRANSPORT (INTERNAL)
Mr Chairperson, under this item I request for an
allocation of Five Million, Two Hundred and Thirty Two
Thousand, Six Hundred and Sixty Pula (P5,232,660).
This represents a decrease of Sixteen Thousand, Two
Hundred and Twenty Pula (P16,220) or 0.30 per cent
of the 2015/2016 financial year approved provision of
Five Million, Two Hundred and Forty Eight Thousand,
Eight Hundred and Eighty Pula (P5,248,880). The funds
will be used for transport and travelling in executing
electoral activities.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00300 – TRAVELLING AND
TRANSPORT (EXTERNAL)
Mr Chairperson, I request for an allocation of Three
Million Pula (P3,000,000) which remains the same
as last year’s (2015/2016) approved budget of Three
Million Pula (P3,000,000).

PARENT ACCOUNT 00400
EXPENSES AND SUPPLIES

–

GENERAL

Mr Chairperson, an amount of Four Million, Seven
Hundred and Fifty Seven Thousand, Three Hundred
and Fifty Pula (P4,757,350) is requested, representing
a decrease of Two Million, Two Hundred and Fifty
One Thousand, Four Hundred and Sixty Seven Pula
(P2,251,467) or 32 per cent under the 2015/2016
approved budget of Seven Million, and Eight Thousand,
Eight Hundred and Seventeen Pula (P7,008,817). The
decrease is due to less legal costs that arise from by
elections during the financial year.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00500 – DEPARTMENTAL
SERVICES
Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for Four
Million, Five Hundred and Eleven Thousand, Two
Hundred and Fifty Pula (P4,511,250), representing a
decrease of Fifty Nine Thousand, Eight Hundred and
Forty Pula (P59,840) or 1 per cent from the 2015/2016
approved budget of Four Million, Five Hundred and
Seventy One Thousand, and Ninety Pula (P4,571,090).
The funds will cater for offices, warehouse rentals and
elections material. The decrease is as a result of reduced
need for elections material such as base stock which is
only required towards the end of the electoral cycle.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00700 – MAINTENANCE
AND RUNNING EXPENSES (EQUIPMENT)
Mr Chairperson, I would like to request Two Million
and Forty Thousand, Five Hundred and Thirty Pula
(P2,040,530) under this account representing an increase
of Five Hundred and Eighty Thousand and Thirty Pula
(P580,030) or 40 per cent over the 2015/2016 approved
budget of One Million, Four Hundred and Sixty
Thousand, Five Hundred Pula (P1,460,500). The funds
will be used for spare parts and maintenance of IEC
fleet. These accounts have been decentralized from the
Central Transport Organisation.
PARENT ACCOUNT 00800 – MAINTENANCE
AND RUNNING EXPENSES (OTHER)
Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for One
Hundred and Thirty Five Thousand Pula (P135, 000)
a decrease of Sixty Five Thousand Pula (P65, 000) or
33 per cent under 2015/2016 approved budget of Two
Hundred Thousand Pula (P200, 000). The funds will be
used for minor works and maintenance of regional staff
houses and office buildings.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01100 – GOVERNMENT
HOSPITALITY
Mr Chairperson, for this account I request for Thirty
Three Thousand Pula (P33, 000) an increase of Three
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Thousand Pula (P3, 000) or 10 per cent over the
2015/2016 approved budget of Thirty Thousand Pula
(P30, 000). The funds will be used for official receptions
for dignitaries.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01200 – TRAINING
Mr Chairperson, I request for Nine Hundred and Ninety
One Thousand and Five Hundred Pula (P991, 500).
This represents an increase of nearly 6 per cent or Fifty
Six Thousand, Four Hundred Pula (P56, 500) over
the 2015/2016 approved budget of Nine Hundred and
Thirty Five Thousand Pula (P935, 000). The funds will
cater for various skills enhancement short term courses
and performance management activities.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01300 – COUNCILS,
CONFERENCES AND EXHIBITIONS
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Three Million,
Three Hundred and Forty Six Thousand, Nine Hundred
Pula (P3, 346,900) representing an increase of One
Million Three Hundred and Ninety Thousand, Eight
Hundred and Ten Pula (P1, 390,810) or 72 per cent of
the 2015/2016 approved budget of One Million, Nine
Hundred and Fifty Six Thousand, and Ninety Pula (P1,
956,090). The funds will cater for Commissioners
allowances and workshops.
PARENT ACCOUNT 01700 – GRANTS
SUBVENTIONS AND OTHER PAYMENTS
Mr Chairperson, I request for the sum of Three Hundred
and Fifteen Thousand Pula (P315, 000) representing a
decrease of Twenty Five Thousand Pula (P25, 000) or 7
per cent over the 2015/2016 approved budget of Three
Hundred and Forty Thousand Pula (P340, 000). The
funds will cater for ECF-SADC annual subscription.
PARENT ACCOUNT 04300 – SPECIAL
EXPENDITURE
Mr Chairperson for this account, I request for Four
Million, Four Hundred and Sixty Three Thousand, and
Seventy Pula (P4,463,070) representing an increase of
Two Hundred and Sixty Thousand, Eight Hundred and
Sixty Pula (P260, 860) or 6 per cent over the 2015/2016
approved budget of Four Million, Two Hundred and Two
Thousand, Two Hundred and Ten Pula (P4, 202,210).
The funds will cater for replacement of vehicles and
computers.
DEVELOPMENT BUDGET
Mr Chairperson, in the Development Budget, I wish to
request for a total of Fourteen Million, Nine Hundred
and Forty Thousand Pula (P14, 940,000). An amount of
Eleven Million, Seven Hundred Thousand Pula (P11,
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700,000) is required for the construction of an IEC office
block in Tutume. One Million Five Hundred Thousand
Pula (P1, 500,000) is requested for the Electronic Voting
Machines benchmarking, stakeholder engagement and
consultations, and One Million, Seven Hundred and
Forty Thousand Pula (P1, 740,000) to host the Annual
General Conference for the Electoral Commissions
Forum of SADC Countries (ECF-SADC).
CONCLUSION
Mr Chairperson, this concludes my budget proposal
for Organisation 1601-IEC. I now request that a
total of Fifty Five Million, Six Hundred and Eighty
Six Thousand, Four Hundred and Ninety Pula (P55,
686,490) for the Recurrent Budget and Fourteen
Million, Nine Hundred and Forty Thousand Pula (P14,
940,000) for the Development Budget be approved for
the financial year 2016/2017 budget estimates. I move
accordingly. I thank you
MR CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Makgalemele,
what is your organisation number?
MR MAKGALEMELE: Organisation number 1601.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Check it, is it not1600? To me
it appears it is 1600. I take it that it is 1600; Independent
Electoral Commission (IEC)
MR MAKGALEMELE: My sincere apologies Mr
Chairperson it is indeed 1600. I think there was a typo
here. For Organisation 1600, I request the amounts
as I have already pronounced them. I thank you Mr
Chairperson.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Thank you. Honourable
Members, I know that you all want to comment on
the presentation on IEC but if you could each take 5
minutes, you could have a chance to comment, just
make a gentleman’s agreement because some are going
to take the floor even before I give them the floor and it
would appear like I am on the wrong. I want you to have
a chance to comment by being brief and to the point.
The second thing is that, you should stop chatting when
I am on the floor looking at monetary figures, you are
disturbing me. You will lead me to make mistakes, like
one man who once failed to pronounce figures.
MR BILLY (FRANCISTOWN EAST): Thank you
Mr Chairperson. Let me take this time to greet you
Honourable Members. Let me also thank the women
as they celebrated their day, it was an important day
because all of us…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: They are not listening
MR BILLY: Unfortunately, the women are not listening
to me
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HONOURABLE MEMBER: We are very much
listening to you Honourable Member.

the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) would not
have been able to reach the entire country.

MR BILLY: … especially that they are the ones who
brought us to this world. We would not be here if it was
not for them. I believe that, if it was not for them we
would not have the entire universe. As for men yeah,
but no. Let me move on to the IEC presentation. To my
understanding this is the recurrent budget and I think
this budget is way too low because there are just too
many projects that we are supposed to…

Secondly, the process for paying the public officers who
were working during elections is poor because they
always complain about being paid late. This degrades
democracy because public officers who work as election
officers should do their job effectively and efficiently.

MR MMOLOTSI: Point of Order! Yeah, well! I tried to
contain myself but Mr Chairperson, I think to leave this
on record will not be ideal. The Honourable Member
here explained that women created the universe, I do
not know if he is God. We all know that God created
the universe and everything that is in it. Maybe it is a
language factor Honourable Member, please rectify that.
MR BILLY: I would like to ignore you Honourable
Mmolotsi
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, please hold it there
Honourable Member, what he wants is for you to clarify
your statement.
MR BILLY: Women, in their worth are the ones holding
the development of this country because we find them in
the kitchen, at the bank and in Parliament. They are the
ones in control of the country, they make it. Thank you.
I wanted to comment on the IEC budget. Looking at
the recurrent budget, it is too low because there are just
too many issues which the department did not include.
Voter education…
MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO):
Elucidation. I will be brief. I just wanted to add on
to what you were saying, that this morning I was
addressing women in the executive across Botswana.
Women from the Deputy Director Scale to the top are
the ones in the leadership positions which some envy. It
is not surprising for you to say that.
MR BILLY: Thank you Honourable Minister,
especially that they are the ones assisting us during
elections and they vote in large numbers.
So, whoever believes that women are worthless can say
so when they are given the chance to speak. I believe
that women are more powerful than men because they
are the ones who have voted us to be here.
Moving on, I should indicate that the Recurrent Budget
is too small because there are many things that re
lagging behind. We can go for elections with some
people not having heard the election message because

Thirdly party financing; I believe that is my stand, but
not my party stand. I wish the playing ground could
be level because other political parties that we were
competing with end up dying because they cannot
sustain themselves and end up being swallowed up
by others. I can give an example about the Movement
of Botswana (MELS). I do not believe that the leader
of this Movement who has his own vision had really
wished to be under the Botswana Congress Party
(BCP). He has what he believes in. The way the MELS
portrayed itself, their ideologies were parallel to those
of the BCP. So that is a fundamental right of a party that
it could be an entity on its own. I believe there should be
party funding to allow democracy at its best, we should
avoid franchised democracy. That will also help parties
to be visible.
Lastly, the budget for e-registration; for us to lure the
youth, we have to use e-registration because they do not
want queues, they do not want to go to Dikgotla because
they are not allowed to wear trousers and some believe
that going to a Kgotla wearing trousers is against
traditional customs.
Furthermore, I wish that parties could play a pivotal
role in selecting polling stations because for some
areas when it is dark, they are a no go area. We have
many people who are not voting because parties are not
helping the IEC appropriately.
The budget of by-election should be increased because it
has shown that Members of Parliament and Councillors
may pass on during the elections` term and this budget
affects the IEC and elections end up not going the way
they were supposed to.
I request that there should be continuous registration; it
should not only end at election time. This would allow
everyone to take part in the democracy. If registration for
elections takes place today, I would have had the time
to register. So, there is need to give this organisation a
better budget so that they can improve such things.
Code of conduct for candidates or parties; many times
we talk about voter trafficking and that is not a reflection
of true democracy because some representatives end up
coming to Parliament or at the Councils even though
they were not supposed to. It is also not allowed for
candidates to take identity cards of voters to keep them
Hansard No 182
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from voting the way they want to. In the past General
Elections there were incidents where some elderly
people did not vote because their children who ascribed
to a certain ideology took their ` identity cards and they
ended up not voting. This warrants the increment of the
IEC budget so that the IEC can be able to sensitize the
elders on time. Thank you Mr Chairperson.
MR MMOLOTSI (FRANCISTOWN SOUTH):
Thank you Mr Chairperson. Let me take this opportunity
to thank the IEC for the past elections that brought about
results that satisfied Batswana even we heard that after
those elections, many of them were transferred as if they
are the ones who decided how elections should go.
Mr Chairperson, I am also thankful to the IEC for the
innovation they came up with, of the new counting
method whereby they ticked as they continued to count.
That did not bring about confusion to the counting of
the ballots, like it happened in my case where they
just accelerated until I did what I did to the lady I was
contesting with.
The IEC is a very important organisation and according
to us this side, we believe that it should be independent
so that it can make decisions on its own. In that way,
they can do everything in their power without getting
instructions from anyone, because they are upholding
this country. Many countries that have civil wars at
the moment are a result of improper administration of
elections and that is why the IEC should be a stand alone;
it should be taken away from the Office of the President.
When it is under the Office of the President, opposition
parties are disadvantaged because the President waits
until his party is ready and that is when they announce
the Elections Day. So, we believe that the Elections date
should be set by the IEC and also control everything
related to elections.
The Secretary General of the IEC should not be
appointed by the President. We believe that such a person
should be appointed by a body like Parliament so that
that person would know that they are not accountable
to the President, but to the Parliament and hence make
balanced decisions. This is why it is important that the
appointment of the Independent Electoral Commission
(IEC) morespecially the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
should be done by the Parliament and not where it is
currently done. That is why we are advocating for the
independence of the IEC so that they could make their
decisions freely.
If I continue, one of the things that IEC should focus on
is voter education. It is possible that a Minister could
go out to the people and say “since I am a Minister of
a certain Ministry if you are not going to vote me or
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anybody whom I am instructing you to vote, I am not
going to build a hospital for you.” A Minister can just say
“I am going to stop old age pension or providing food
ration/basket’, I mean an irresponsible Minister would
say that. The people would then believe him because
they would not be educated enough to understand the
truth. There is therefore need for voter’s education, our
people have to know that the responsibility of the ruling
government is only to manage the budget and everything
is for the nation. For example, it is not that the Botswana
Democratic Party is the one which will be building the
hospital in Sekoma; it will be built using the national
funds. That is why I am saying, if IEC could teach the
nation about all these, they would know the truth incase
any Minister approaches them. Public education will
assist us in that regard. All that information is critical
to the voter so that they can make informed decisions
knowing what they are doing. At the present moment
they are not informed and they are cheated by the people
who come to them wanting their votes.
The other thing that we feel should be assessed is
the Delimitation Commission. IEC should take the
responsibility for delimitation of constituencies because
when they stay independent they can draw constituency
boundaries properly…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: ...(Murmurs)...
MR MMOLOTSI: Honourable Guma Moyo is irritating
me Mr Chairman. It is wrong for the Delimitation
Commission to be given the permission by the President
because there is going to be interference, when they feel
at that time that the numbers allow them to increase the
constituencies and the leadership at that time …
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Order! Honourable
Guma, go back to your seat.
MR MMOLOTSI: ... does not agree with the idea
as it happened in the past elections. We know that the
procedure is that after national census, Delimitation
Commission is supposed to demarcate the constituencies
but that did not happen. We believe that if IEC was
working with this commission; if it was going to be
their responsibility, they could have done the right thing.
They were not going to do anything political…
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Order! Do not go out
before checking the quorum Honourable Members.
Honourable Mmolotsi I want you to correct your
statement; you are saying the Delimitation Commission
is supposed to draw constituency boundaries; it does that
considering the population. So correct that statement so
that it can be reported as it should be.
MR MMOLOTSI: I am saying exactly that Mr
Chairman, the Delimitation Commission is responsible
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for drawing boundaries; therefore we are saying it did
not do as expected in the previous elections even though
the population allowed. Due to political reasons, the
boundaries were not drawn. If that responsibility was
upon IEC, they were going to look at the numbers and
draw boundaries. For this to happen Mr Chairman, the
Minister of Presidential Affairs was supposed to present
the quota that was going to be passed by Parliament. He
did not do that because Botswana Democratic Party did
not want the constituencies to be increased and therefore,
there was no way the Delimitation Commission could
increase the constituencies if the quota was not passed
in Parliament through the Bill tabled by the Minister of
Presidential Affairs. One of the things that I wish…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MMOLOTSI: I do not have enough time. I wish
IEC could be given the funds so that it can come up with
a Television channel and everything that is related to
the elections, and politics could fall under IEC to avoid
the evil deeds that are done by Botswana Television. It
does not cover the Umbrella for Democratic Change
(UDC) launches and rallies but it covers the ones for
Botswana Democratic Party. We believe that if IEC
could become independent and get its own TV Channel
that will broadcast the political information, it would be
better. Since the likes of Prophet Bushiri and the rest
were able to secure television channels, if given the
resources IEC can also do that. We will then ignore BTV
and never watch it again, even now it is not like we like
watching it because it is too irresponsible. Thank you
Mr Chairperson.
MR NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH): I thank
you Mr Chairperson. I would also like to thank our
women. We thank you but we still feel we need more
women, more specially the youth. I believe that most
of the women who are already in this Parliament have
worked and it is high time they accepted that they have
done their part and should now hand over the baton to
others who can take where they left off.
I would like to thank Batswana who voted for Umbrella
Democratic Change in the past seven re-runs and
by-elections. They realised that it could take them
somewhere. If you see somebody in life celebrating
failure, you should know that they have a problem.
We had four by-elections and three re-runs, in terms
of percentage, UDC incorporating Botswana Congress
Party, we were voted by 86 per cent of Batswana. If
it was an exam, some got one out of seven but were
celebrating while we got six out of seven and we are
not celebrating. For us it is just normal because we are
used to feeling that way. During my school days, when
you got 46 per cent we knew you got a grade D. The

Botswana Democratic Party is in power with 46 per cent
in terms of the popular vote. That is why I am saying
that, if the Botswana Democratic Party believes that….
MR CHAIRPERSON: Are you going to get back to
the issue of asking for funds or are you going to continue
hitting around the bush?
MR NKAIGWA: …… 46 per cent is a pass; to me 46
per cent means you have failed. Maybe you are used to
failing; we are not used to grades D, E, F and J. now
moving on to….
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Honourable Nkaigwa,
do not ignore my advice. We have regulations and
procedure in this house, Standing Order 57.1 reads
“a member shall restrict his or her observations to the
subject under discussion and shall not introduce matters
irrelevant to that subject.” Make your introduction and
get back to the issue at hand. Do not get carried away
with issues that will not benefit us in any way. Go back
to the issue of IEC Honourable Minister.
MR NKAIGWA: I do not know why I moved from
Gaborone South because some people would not even
be in Parliament, but….
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Sit down. Honourable
Nkaigwa, you are violating Standing Order 60.1, you
are repeating the same thing I advised you against, and
you are out of order. Conduct yourself appropriately;
otherwise I am kicking you outside in the rain.
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Chairperson. My wish
is to go back to Gaborone South so that I can get some
work done.
I strongly believe that the IEC is a very important sector
because it plays a big role in giving us the government
that will be ruling our country therefore, I believe just
like Honourable Mmolotsi said, this sector should be
taken seriously and should be developed. Ample Funds
should be allocated to this sector to help them carry out
their work efficiently.
The department of IEC is running short of offices. In
Gaborone, apart from the one office that we all use;
they use caravans and these caravans do not even
have furniture or air conditioning. Even in places like
Lobatse, they are using caravans. What does this mean
Honourable Minister? I think we need to find funds and
build offices all over the country for IEC to show that
we value them for being responsible, for producing the
government.
My other concern is the lack of voter education. I will
give you an example with the by- elections that just
took place in Sekoma where some people were going
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around giving out freebie rice as a way of buying votes.
Some were going around threatening Dikgosana of the
villages that, if they do not vote for them they will take
away all the privileges that they have been enjoying.
This can only be changed if the nation can be educated
about elections and made to understand what it means
to vote, therefore the IEC have a lot of work ahead of
them.
I also believe our elections are not free and fair at all.
We had a launch in Sekoma and BTV did not cover the
launch. Even in the 2014 elections most coverage on
BTV and daily news was about President Khama. The
only talk was about the Botswana Democratic Party
which made one wonder when the other political parties
are going to also get coverage. The BTV and Daily news
uses the nation’s tax whether you are from the Botswana
Democratic Party or the opposition. All these factors
are making our elections less desirable. A lot still has
to be done and a lot of funds have to be given to this
department to address this problem.
Another matter that I want to talk about is the new ballot
paper that is being used. It has a black patch at the back
and I wonder what this patch is for Honourable Minister.
When we asked for an explanation about this patch we
were told that it is for security features. What security
features? We are suspecting that this black patch is
serving a certain purpose, until we are convinced that
indeed it is a security feature. We need to understand
what the black patch is for Honourable Minister to make
sure that the nation’s tax is not being wasted.
Another matter that I want to talk about is the voters
roll. We have heard allegations just like Honourable
Mmolotsi have said that, the independence of IEC is
compromised; it is easy for the ruling party to have
access to the voters roll before opposition parties. I
believe that if the appointing authority of the secretary
of the IEC is the office of the President, we have
compromised the best practices, even the international
standards of making sure that the overseers of the
elections are available for the smooth running of the
elections. We need to do things right to avoid blaming
each other when elections fails to run smoothly.
Heading into the 2019 elections, we are suspicious
that the ruling party might have tricks up their sleeve
because they are aware that they might lose. We get even
more worried when we hear that certain people that are
notorious for winning elections in a dishonest way are
in our country. We are however leaving everything in
God’s hands that the Botswana Democratic Party losses
the elections in 2019 no matter how much they try to
cheat.
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Lastly I would like the polling stations to be divided
Honourable Minister. In our constituency some
wards like Marang and Tsholofelo which used to be
independent have now merged. These are big wards
with large number of people and this means…
MR MARKUS: Point of order. I think you need to
correct your statement that the Botswana Democratic
Party bribes people. Maybe he should tell us who was
bribed, with how much as well as when and where they
were bribed. He should show us evidence otherwise he
should withdraw his statement.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Honourable Nkaigwa,
did you say the Botswana Democratic Party bribes
people?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: yes he said so.
MR CHAIRPERSON: Order! Listen. Although I am
getting a bit tired I do not recall Honourable Nkaigwa
alluding that the Botswana Democratic Party bribes
people. So Honourable Markus let me hear you loud
and clear; are you saying Honourable Nkaigwa said
Botswana Democratic Party bribes people.
MR MARKUS: He said that, in fact he said the
Botswana Democratic Party bribes the electorates.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: With rice.
MR MARKUS: With rice.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Which are labelled no
sale.
MR MARKUS: Which are labelled no sale. If at all
he has evidence he should produce it, if not, he should
withdraw those words.
MR CHAIRPERSON: No, just wait. You know what, I
was listening to him when he was talking about rice, he
said people are bribed with rice of the no name brand,
he never said so and so. If an Honourable Member says
that without mentioning a name it is difficult for me to
make a ruling on that, so stop forcing him words he did
not say. I heard him clearly. If he could have mentioned
a name I could then order him to withdraw.
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you, although my time is
almost up. I was saying those wards should be taken back
to where they came from, we should not merge the two
wards which then becomes a burden on the Councillor
representing that ward as if it is a constituency. I can
give you an example of Sekoma ward; when you merge
Keng, Khonkhwa, Sekoma, Mahotshwane, that is not
a ward, it is a constituency. That is why I am saying,
during your considerations of dividing these wards,
consider such factors and divide them so that they can
have proper representation. Thank you.
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MR CHAIRPERSON: Time up.
EXCHANGE OF SPEAKERS
ASSISTANT
MINSTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MS TSHIRELETSO): Thank you Madam
Chairperson. Let me thank the Independent Elections
Commission for administering fair elections. I want to
request our fellow Member of Parliament Honourable
Konstantinos Markus to excuse me, we will debate
politics outside, he misunderstood me, and I think he is
somehow displeased but I will talk to him.
Secondly Madam Chairperson, you know what, I miss
the former opposition Members of Parliament. If a
person who was raised by a woman, who calls himself
a pastor views a woman as a monster especially an older
woman then, I am surprised but to some extent I am
not because does not know how he came to Parliament.
Botswana National Front (BNF) used to have a song
that says, “have you seen members of the Botswana
Democratic Party who ride on white people’s backs.”
My version goes like, “have you seen the Botswana
Movement for Democracy (BMD) who ride on BNF’s
back.” Because he is here because of the BNF otherwise
he would be crying non-stop. If the BNF threatens to
break up he will shout out loud that there should be
no break up because he knows very well that if that
happens, he will never get those votes. He got the votes
to be in Parliament through the BNF. Currently there
are only five members of the BNF whereas there are
allusions that they are here in large numbers.
I want to say I am not embarrassed to be here as an older
woman. There is no law…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON (MS KOKORWE): I
have not even resumed my seat yet and you are already
calling for a point of order?

HONOURABLE MEMBER: That is not order.
MADAM SPEAKER: No, it is order. It is, because we
have two political parties of the opposition; Umbrella
for Democratic Change (UDC) and Botswana Congress
Party (BCP). Therefore I am not sure if she differentiated
them…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible) …
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No! You cannot stand
while I am standing. UDC is the umbrella, then there is
BCP. Therefore since I just occupied the seat, I am not
sure what she said.
MS TSHIRELETSO: I never said those in Parliament.
I said members of BMD managed to come to Parliament
through BNF, I never said the political parties in
Parliament.
I was saying I am utterly surprised that someone
might think that I am embarrassed to be older Madam
Chairperson, this is nothing but a joke, there is no
Parliament.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: He is going to reach
there too.
MS TSHIRELETSO: No, I never said anyone will
reach this age because I certainly can, maybe he will
not, so I am not saying that. What I want to say Madam
Chairperson is that, I want to implore Honourable
Gaolathe and Honourable Boko to reprimand
Honourable Nkaigwa. Our age is not a sin, it does not
offend anyone Madam Chairperson, we have children. I
have a soldier…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
MS TSHIRELETSO: No! I am not out of order. You
were talking here and you had audience.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.

MS TSHIRELETSO: There is no law which states that
in Parliament,…

MS TSHIRELETSO: Never, you are playing. I will
not.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: He says point of order.

MR NKAIGWA: On a point of order. Madam
Chairperson, it is wrong for the Honourable Minister to
say I need to be reprimanded by Honourable Boko and
Honourable Ndaba Gaolathe.

MS TSHIRELETSO: I did not hear. Madam
Chairperson are you saying something? Okay!
MR NKAIGWA: On a point of order. Thank you Madam
Chairperson. Madam Chairperson, the Honourable
Member is out of order. She is talking about members of
the BMD and BNF in Parliament of Botswana. I am not
aware if there are members of the BNF and BMD in this
Parliament, I am only aware of the members of the UDC
Madam Chairperson. Can she kindly correct the record
because her statement is incorrect Madam Chairperson.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR NKAIGWA: listen you Member of Botswana
Democratic Party who never listens. I am here in
Parliament representing the people of Gaborone North,
I am not here representing Honourable Tshireletso, if
there is anyone here in Parliament who feels is older,
let them go to Ipelegeng to supervise. Here we are
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Members of Parliament, we are all equal, we are here to
represent our people and there is no one who will claim
that they are older and their age makes them better than
everyone else. We will not allow that to continue, it is
wrong and it needs to be condemned.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Hey you know!

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: Point of order.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Wait
Parliament.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Is it!
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

Members

of

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, what do you want
her to say? Who do you want her to say you should be
reprimanded by your constituents?

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Wait. Honourable
Tshireletso there is a saying that, if someone slaps you
on the cheek, let him also slap you on the other side, do
not retaliate and say he is referring to his own mother.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

MS TSHIRELETSO: …(Inaudible)…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Okay, I heard, I was not
here but, from what I heard, he said that, some Members
here are old and they should retire make and way for
the youth, something like that. So you were basically
provoking, stop provoking Honourable Nkaigwa.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, I am aware that this
is not the first time. No, I understand.
MS TSHIRELETSO: I withdraw Madam Chairperson.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Wait. Do not stand whilst
I am standing.
MS TSHIRELETSO: Okay.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, what do you want to
do because I am talking to Honourable Nkaigwa? No,
that is what I was told you said.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: If he slaps you on the
cheek give him the other side too please. Do not retaliate.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

MS TSHIRELETSO: I withdraw but he should know
that I have got children.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No! Calm down!
Honourable Members! What are you saying?
...(laughter)… Honourable Nkaigwa...
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs) …
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable Nkaigwa
understands me and does not have any problem.
Honourable Nkaigwa please stop provoking a woman.
MS TSHIRELETSO: Madam Chairperson, you should
not think that I am shaken, do you know how much I
love myself! I have children. Let me tell you, my first
born is called Mmoloki, he is a soldier, Omotlogetse is
a Major. I have a daughter, a teacher, a beautiful girl.

MR KHAN: On a point of order. I thank you Madam
Chairperson for finally giving me this opportunity to
raise my point of order. I do not normally just press the
button and call for point of order. When I do it, it is
because I feel it is reasonable to do so. We are supposed
to be debating a particular budget for a particular
Committee and we are now discussing other issues. This
type of issue should be dealt with outside Parliament.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…

MS TSHIRELETSO: No! I am not out of order.

MR KHAN: Let me finish talking Honourable
Tshireletso. Out of due respect to you, we cannot have
you continuously talking about that issue. Honourable
Tshireletso with greatest respect to you and this House,
I believe that these matters can be dealt outside where
we can have our leadership discussing this and sorting it
out. We have different committees that are responsible
for this, and they can take this up. We should do so.
We should use these committees of Parliament instead
of wasting the time of the House debating other issues
instead of the budget.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: I think you are out of
order.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Order! Order to Members
from both sides of the aisle! I agree with Honourable

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Where?
MS TSHIRELETSO: At secondary schools, educated.
I have a doctor.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order.
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MS TSHIRELETSO: I am happy to be who I am. If he
disrespects his own mother I want to state here that, he
is not referring to me when he says …(interruptions)…
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Khan. We spend a lot of time talking about issues that
we did not come here for. You have said what you had
to say Honourable Member and I suspect that somebody
must have provoked you before I got here.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You were not provoked?
She was not provoked?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: so what are you saying?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)...
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Could you please say
things that are relevant to the organisation that we are
currently discussing. Let us get back to the programme.
MR MMOLOTSI: On a point of order. Madam
Chairperson, I am worried about the way we talk to
each other in Parliament, I think we are Honourable
Members of this House. I do not think that it is fair to
talk about Honourable Moitoi’s children or her parents.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Inaudible)…
MR MMOLOTSI: No, look here, this is not the first
time this thing happens. Each time when Honourable
Nkaigwa debates, something is said about his parents by
Members from that side. I do not think it is fair. Address
another Honourable Member of the House and not their
parents. That is what I am saying.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, Honourable
Mmolotsi, I do not know what you are saying because
I addressed that issue. Did I not? Or you were not
listening to me?
MR MMOLOTSI: Yes, but it was being repeated.
Somebody’s parents were being insulted.
MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO):
On a point of order. Thank you very much Madam
Chairperson. These issues are caused by Honourable
Nkaigwa. He brought this to himself because every
time when he is addressing women Parliamentarians in
particular, he always makes reference to them being old.
Only females and he knows that today it is women’s day
commemoration. He said that to Honourable Venson
yesterday and today he said it to Honourable Tshireletso.
What has it got to do with him? There is no one in this
country who does not know that it is wrong to do that.
He can say that to me since we are of similar age but
somebody of his age is showing children that it is okay
to insult people old enough to be one’s parents. The
issue that led to us talking about parents was in reference
to the fact that, they have felt the pain of giving birth;

they are basically saying that I gave birth to a child only
to have him insult me in Parliament. That is why they
are getting emotional. So I am taking it that, it has got
everything to do with women, because it does not have
anything to do with men. He should be reprimanded
for it and for him to be reprimanded outside Parliament
when he insulted us inside the chamber is wrong. So we
should rather insult him back in the same Parliament if
that is how we want to do it.
MADAM
CHAIRPERSON:
No
Honourable
Members. Let there be peace. Honourable Nkaigwa
has heard you and he is one person who can sometimes
listen. Let us let it go, we have called him to order. I
even saw the way he looked at me that he is really sorry.
Honourable Tshireletso…
MS TSHIRELETSO: Madam Chairperson…
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: I am still standing.
MS TSHIRELETSO: I do not want to let this go yet.
You know what Madam Chairperson, I am serious but I
am calm now. Madam Chairperson, I am a parent. Even
though it was said that I am talking about someone
else’s mother, am I not a parent to my children? Madam
Chairperson…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)…
MS TSHIRELETSO: Do you think that debating in
Parliament means that you should insult people? Madam
Chairperson, I want to tell this gentleman that I…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Member of Parliament!
MS TSHIRELETSO: Which Member of Parliament?
Madam Chairperson you do not know what was said
here. He was no specifically referring to me, I am really
surprised that, a man born of a woman could do this
to other women. He said all women in Parliament and
Dorcas said he is not referring to her. They said we are
old and therefore we should go. I do not know whether
he does not read newspapers. We are not going to be
chased out by anybody, so what is he afraid of? I will
let it go, but I will talk about it outside at a rally where
no one will ask me to withdraw any words. If someone
says such words to me I will not respond to them in this
House.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible)...
MS TSHIRELETSO: I am not a Christian; I do not go
to church! As Methodist church members we can drink
alcohol. We can drink alcohol because we know that
what one says has a potential to be unclean but what is
ingested cannot make one impure. We can eat and drink
at Methodist Church, the Pastors for Fire churches are
the ones…
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HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs)…
MS TSHIRELETSO: I am saying these words to this
man so that he should not think I undermine myself. I
am who I am and there is nothing that can shake me old
as I am. I am a Member of Parliament for this country.
Perhaps he has not been to other places , the other day
we led people at other Parliaments. There is this issue
that is being said that, they have won, there is nothing
like that. After the elections all areas except Ngware the
winners celebrated their victory. When someone wins
the elections they celebrate and roll on their own beds
and not anybody else’s. As I am here right now...
HONOURABLE MEMBER: She is writing for you.
MS TSHIRELETSO: No she is not, she was reminding
me of the numbers and I should emphasise that there
is no one who can say that they would be happy. You
cannot over celebrate when you have won and we have
made amends for Ngware by winning the Sekoma byeelection. I should thank the Sekoma voters for their
votes. These issues are really painful and as a Member of
Parliament, I cannot say that I found a woman guarding
buildings at night or during the day at some businesses.
I cannot say that about somebody else’s mother. There
is talk about the issue of buying and this issue has really
got people….
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Point of order!
MS TSHIRELETSO: Who called for a point of order?
MR KHAN: On a point of Order! Madam Chairperson,
I ask that we get back to the budget. It seems like the
issue is Sekoma here. I do not know why they should
be talking about Sekoma. We are talking about the
budget here, so ask Honourable Tshireletso to get back
to the topic. She has not given any input as to what she
says about the budget. I have not heard anything. You
can look at the Hansard Madam Speaker, look at the
time she used, 7 minutes 5 seconds she has not spoken
anything on the budget up to now. Now let me remind
you Madam Chairperson before concluding, Honourable
Molatlhegi was advising us earlier here that we should
talk about the budget and not deviate from it too much;
we can briefly talk about something else and quickly
come back to the budget. Now here, for 7 minutes, I
have not heard anything about the budget.
MS TSHIRELETSO: Why are you so concerned
because it is my time?
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, wait a moment.
Honourable Members, actually Standing Order 57.1
is very clear that we have to address the issue on the
table. From what I have heard, she was responding to
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something which was said to her from this side. Now
even though you were responding to someone, do not
dwell on it too much. I heard her talking about elections
and who won, someone was also talking about winning
1 out of 6 or did he say 7? Now you were responding
to this, so just quickly brush on it and come back to the
topic at hand.
MS TSHIRELETSO: I have moved on, I was just
saying I am better than some people because I am here in
Parliament; I am not subjecting old women to darkness
and rainy weather having them as security guards.
Now, the issue that I want to put across in conclusion is
that, one of the things which the Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC) should do is to revive…
MR MMOLOTSI: On a point of Order! I thought
earlier you made a ruling on this matter that Honourable
Tshireletso should only address people who are in
Parliament and stop talking about old women being
security guards and so forth, unless we have old women
here.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: I did not hear her. Did
she say old women are security guards? Please proceed
Honourable Member.
MS TSHIRELETSO: In conclusion I am saying, I am
happy for my worth and value, there are some elders
who are suffering while their children are working,
they spend nights guarding buildings in harsh weather
conditions; by the way I did not mention anyone’s
mother here. If anyone’s mother is a security guard, I
am not referring to them.
One of the important things is that I commend the
IEC, I also want to request them to address certain
things, I do however hear that, they are in the process
of doing that. There is no unity; when we give the party
representatives the voters roll to check so that the voters
could be helped, some elections officers agree to mark
them, others refuse to mark the papers we would have
given them so that we keep on checking; they just behave
in a way known or only understood by them. Some
refuse to allow the blind people to be assisted by people
they would have come with from home; they insist they
should be helped by them. These things should be clear
because sometimes elections are not won fairly. We now
know that some elections officers belong to the party
which is waiting for 2019. Well, we are on the way
to 2019; and remember that this 2019 you are talking
about, you are awakening us to prepare and get ready.
Maybe you should have just kept quiet rather than being
too excited because the more you talk the more we are
also preparing ourselves and getting ready.
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Someone was talking about buying. One of the
Members that side, belonging to one of the parties we
were competing with had brought some cash as he did
in Mabule; he had P200 notes and booked a drinking
shebeen; he said, ‘nobody is going to drink here except
those from the opposition’ and they said ‘we do not
drink that anyway.’ Others were asked to take pictures.
The IEC needs to change the law, using phones is costly
for them because for one to claim the P200 they have
to show proof that they really voted accordingly. That
person was carrying a lot of money, I know him, he is
here; I can mention their name if necessary. When he
arrived there he did not sleep the whole night; we kept
illuminating him with light and he was running away. I
also saw some people; someone coming from the tent
carrying a seditse (a whisk made of the hair of the tail
or mane of a horse), wearing a yellow shirt, running.
Thank you. I did not actually stand to debate. I just
wanted to respond to Nkaigwa.
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of procedure. Thank
you Madam Chairperson. I am humbling making this
request; yesterday you made a ruling. Someone used
the words “go tshwakgoga” (to get used to something),
now I took my time to research a bit about that word
Madam Chairperson. I asked a Professor in Linguistics
from the university, and I also asked some elders, in fact
this word is derogatory. I was asking that whilst you are
still going to review your ruling, you should suspend
the usage of this word because some Members want to
use it to address people who are older than them, just
to drive the point home that it is not a proper word so, I
was thinking before things get out of hand, you should
at least suspend the usage of that word in the House.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Actually I was thinking
about it yesterday and I noticed that when you use it
playfully, there is no problem; but others do not use it
properly. It is not a proper word to be used here and
therefore I withdraw my ruling. I agree with him; I am
withdrawing it straight away actually and reiterate that
it is not good; therefore I should not hear anyone using
it.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of Order!
Thank you Madam Chairperson. I was listening to
Honourable Minister Tshireletso here, when people read
the report or record of debates (the Hansard) from this
august House, they will think these things exist; like she
was saying that she saw someone leaving the IEC tent
carrying a seditse (a whisk made of the hair of the tail
or mane of a horse), wearing a yellow shirt. People will
soon think that is true, that those things happen in our
country. There are researchers out there and they will
quote them and believe that it was true.

MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You should have said
something while she was still on the floor.
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE (MR RALOTSIA):
Thank you. Let me start by giving thanks. I want to
say, “people who live in glass houses should not throw
stones;” it is an old saying, now when the Honourable
Members on the other side of the isle keep throwing
stones, they should know that their glass house will
break.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: Point of Order! Thank you
Madam Chairperson. I understand that you are keeping
a register, and I am not against that; but the way it is, it
appears as if some of us are not going to be allowed to
say a word in this Parliament because according to your
register, Honourable Ralotsia debated even yesterday,
he has spoken more than 3 times. Please can you just go
back to your register and see how you are going about
doing things? It is like some of us will not talk.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Mokgware,
let us move on. You agreed at the caucus that we take
two from this side, and then one from this side and that
is what I am doing.
MR RALOTSIA: You were pointing a finger at me
yesterday and I asked you to stop it, are you doing it
again? Since my time has been cut, I just wanted to
say this; in the past general elections of 2014, it was
quite clear that we do not have defined polling stations.
In some places where Dikgotla were used as polling
stations, some Dikgosi refused to avail the place on the
last day of the elections. Election officers were forced
to find another place and it was already late to do that.
Therefore this needs to be addressed so that the standards
are clearly stated because the arrangement affected the
whole process of conducting the elections.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …( inaudible)…
MR RALOTSIA: Honourable Nkaigwa whatever you
say is just nothing. It is a bit worrisome Madam Speaker
for Members of Parliament to attack public servants who
can never have the same platform to defend themselves.
They have attacked Botswana Television employees
labelling them as being unfair, they do not favour the
opposition and that they hate them when they are the
very same people who profess to be the only ones who
have public servants’ interest at heart. That is basically
attacking helpless people. This issue of thinking that the
ballot paper has a dot at the back…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR RALOTSIA: No my time has run out. I know you
want to start an excuse to delay me. We once used the
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same papers to vote here in Parliament and some people
were of the view that the papers somehow change their
colours to favour others and they decided to cut a hole
in it. Later on they threw in accusations that the election
office resides at the President’s office. When people
have lost, accusations are inevitable. I would like to
thank Batswana who went out in large in numbers to
vote us to show people that 1+1+1 in politics is not
always 3. Therefore I would like to pass the message to
our opponents that 1+1+1 can give you zero so do not
ever expect to get what you want but under Botswana
Democratic Party, 1X1=1. I thank you.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: No, it is time up
Honourable. Order! Order! I will now call upon the
Honourable Minister to respond.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Thank you Madam Chairperson.
I would like to firstly thank all the Honourable Members
who have supported my submission for IEC. All
Members have shown the importance and significance
of the role of IEC and that their delivery of service
is of excellence such that, it is endorsed by even
external stakeholders. But most importantly, you have
emphasised on the need to equip this department with
adequate resources to be able to execute their mandate
efficiently. Some have suggested that the system that
govern this department should be amended and as I have
stated earlier on, I have submitted before the Cabinet
about three laws that need to be amended. These laws
affect the running of elections.
I have further pointed out that there is always an
assessment that is done which highlights some of the
reasons that have been touched by some Honourable
Members. Some of these assessments compels us to
device laws which are for the year 2015 up to 2019
which is the year of elections. I would like to assure
Honourable Members that these assessments are
rigorously done because they are aimed at improving
the IEC department. This is a department which is
always open to suggestions on how best services could
be improved. I would also like to remind Honourable
Members that part of their responsibility…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: … (Murmurs) …
MR MAKGALEMELE: I cannot even hear myself,
there is too much noise from this side. MADAM
CHAIRPERSON: You are talking, Honourable Molao
do not sit there, go back to your sit.
MR MAKGALEMELE: As I was saying, Honourable
Members have the responsibility of tabling bills in this
House or even amend the existing ones. They should not
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depend on us to come up with laws as the ruling party and
Cabinet. They have touched on the issue of funding of
political parties; this is one issue that this Parliament has
deliberated on together with the Assurance Committee.
It is the responsibility of the committee to ensure that
whatever the House has agreed on is implemented.
One Honourable Member has touched on the issue of
voter’s roll that it might somehow be compromised and
I would like to assure them that, the IEC is responsible
for this and that all parties receive their voter’s roll at the
same time. There is also the declaration of the elections
day, we know that it is not stated under the Constitution
of this country but we are all aware that they are held
after every five years mostly on the month of October.
Therefore it is easy to predict the date of the elections. I
would like to urge Honourable Members to refrain from
claiming that they do not know the date for the elections.
Madam Chairperson, I believe a lot of Honourable
Members have voiced out their suggestions and I have
noted them down. Even the officers from this department
are here present with me, they have noted that as well.
They were even affirming some of the issues raised that
they are working on them. As I conclude, I would like
to assure this Honourable House that the officers from
this independent commission have pledged to continue
to ensure that elections of this country continue to be
free and fair. Therefore I move that the sum of Fifty Five
Million, Six Hundred and Eighty Six Thousand, Four
Hundred and Ninety Pula (P55, 686, 490. 00) under the
Recurrent Budget and Fourteen Million, Nine Hundred
and Forty Thousand Pula (P14, 940, 000. 00) under the
Development Budget be approved and stand part of the
Schedule of Appropriation 2016/17 Bill. Thank you
Madam Chairperson.
Question put and agreed to.

ORGANISATION 2100 – INDUSTRIAL
COURT
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You are asked to note
that 2 hours has been allocated to this Organisation and
I shall call upon the Honourable Minister to reply to the
debate at 15:20 hours tomorrow and the question will be
put at 15:50 hours.
MINISTER OF LABOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS
(MR BATSHU): Madam Chair, I once again stand to
submit before this Honourable House the Industrial
Court’s Recurrent and Development Budget proposals
for the financial year 2016/2017. For the Recurrent Budget, I submit for consideration and approval the amount
of Forty Two Million, Five Hundred and Six Thousand,
One Hundred and Ten Pula (P42, 506, 110. 00). For the
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Development Budget, the submission is for Five Million, Nine Hundred and Eighty-Five Thousand Pula (P5,
985, 000. 00).
Madam Chair, an effective labour justice system is
recognised the world over as central to economic growth.
The International Labour Organisation in its Post 2015
Development Agenda aims at the promotion of decent
work. Thus, the Industrial Court in its enforcement of
International Labour Standards directly contributes to
the promotion of decent work.
Madam Chair, an effective labour justice is characterised
among others by timeliness, accessibility and quality.
These are the critical areas that the Court aims to
maintain.
ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Madam Chair, in the year 2015, the Court continued
to operate from its two Divisions in Gaborone and
Francistown respectively. The total number of judges
of the Court remained nine (9): seven (7) judges are
in Gaborone whilst two (2) are in Francistown. In its
endeavour to extend access to its services, the Court
also conducts circuit courts in Maun, Selibe Phikwe,
Palapye, Jwaneng, Ghanzi, Letlhakane and Kasane. The
total number of circuit court locations is seven (7) and
there has been no increase in the circuit court locations
due to resource constraints.
Madam Chair, the circuit court sites of Maun and Selibe
Phikwe were visited on monthly basis whilst the other
circuit court areas attracted less frequent visits due
to insignificant number of cases registered at those
courts. The delivery of justice in this manner however
presented practical challenges. The biggest challenge
in conducting circuit courts is the continued rise in
expenditure. In 2015, the Court has had to suspend
circuit courts due to financial constraints.
The effect of this was that there was a reduction in the
number of cases registered in the circuit court sites with
a total number of registered cases for 2015 being at just
344. Despite these challenges, the Court was however
able to conclude cases for the years 2010 to 2013 in
Kasane, Letlhakane, Ghanzi and Jwaneng. The Palapye
Circuit Court was established in 2012, and has since
cleared its backlog.
Madam Chair, the areas of Maun and Selibe Phikwe
continue to record the highest number of pending cases
at 465 and 255 respectively. It is this persistent state of
affairs that has directed the focus of the Court to these
critical areas in order to improve access to timely and
quality justice. Hence, the Court’s development projects
for the financial year 2016/2017 and the NDP 11 are
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aimed at providing permanent services to Maun and
Selibe Phikwe through the establishment of registry
service centres and ultimately, and funds permitting,
establish permanent courts in these areas.
Madam Chair, last year, I submitted that the Court will
leverage on ICT to extend the services of the Court to
areas where it is not able to reach. Immediate areas of
leverage include court recording, portal administration,
distribution of judgments and e-Gov. Of the above listed,
the Court was able to acquire court recording equipment
and this has greatly improved the security and the timely
production of Court records. The remaining initiatives
could not be fully implemented due to logistical and
financial challenges. The objective was to optimize use
of the Court’s portal to ensure that clients in the whole
of Botswana can access services through internet.
Madam Chair, the basic technology that the Court
needs is an electronic case management system. This
House was briefed in the previous years of the manual
case management system. This state of affairs has left
the Court, in archaic times. The lack of an automated
system of case management highly hinders performance
and subsequently compromises the quality of justice. It
affects the pace of affording cases due attention within
reasonable time. As it were, this is one cardinal point
that threatens to undermine good industrial relations
in Botswana in the unfortunate and likely event where
tripartite members and the public at large lose confidence
and trust in the Court and its systems.
Automation is therefore, a necessary tool to steer
dispute resolution and assure responsiveness to cases in
a timely and prompt manner.
I must indicate here that, the Court, as a measure to
mitigate public perception, and for the ultimate objective
to restore and maintain confidence in the labour justice
system, has embarked on a robust public awareness
campaign, which are costly to the Court.
Rate of Disposal of Cases
Madam Chairperson, the second and most critical issue
in the provision of quality justice is the speedy and
timely delivery of justice. It is a common cause that
justice delayed is justice denied. The Industrial Court
is no exception and has been experiencing backlog for a
period of time. In the last submission, I announced the
introduction of Judicial Case Management at the Court.
I am happy to report that JCM is progressing well and
has yielded results as demonstrated below.
Madam Chairperson, as at December 2015, the total
number of pending cases in all our courts was 7 983, and
85 per cent of the cases are in the Gaborone Division
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alone. Of these cases, about 52 per cent, that is, 4 159
cases were recorded as backlog. The cases that are
backlog are those cases that have been before the Courts
for a period of 24 months and above. 61.4 per cent of
these cases were in the Gaborone Division, 19.4 per cent
were in Francistown Division and 4.04 per cent were in
Maun Circuit Court. As at December 2015, a total of 3
579 cases were completed. Of these, 2 868 cases were
completed out of total number of backlog cases. In the
year 2015, backlog was therefore reduced by 68.9 per
cent.

giving an expenditure rate of 81 per cent.

Madam Chair, this means that on average, 319 backlog
cases were completed every month from January 2015
to December 2015. The distribution of the backlog cases
that are pending as at December 2015 were as follows,
721 cases in the Gaborone Division, 379 in the Maun
Circuit Court and one hundred and ninety one (191) in
the Selebi Phikwe Circuit Court.

Of the planned projects, the Court procured the Court
Recording Equipment and furniture.

The success of the Judicial Case Management is most
significant in the Francistown Division where backlog
has been cleared and the Court is presently hearing 2015
and 2016 cases.
Madam Chairperson, in the last year I reported that
the Review of the Rules of Court was underway. The
project is still ongoing, as such, the Review of the
Rules of Court will be completed by August 2016. The
Rules will include procedures on Alternative Dispute
Resolution as a tool to expedite the rate of case disposal.
Madam Chairperson, it is to be noted that though
we may celebrate the milestones that the Court has
achieved, it remains critical that the Court’s resources
are guaranteed to prevent a relapse. Notable is the fact
that Labour Courts are by their nature inquisitorial,
and as a Court of law and equity, there is a need to
afford litigants due consideration as opposed to strict
application of procedures. Hence, if the Court is not
adequately resourced, both in human and financial
resources, a possibility of relapse and subsequent
accumulation of backlog may be inevitable. It is in
that regard that I will continue to plead for budgetary
increase for the Industrial Court going forward.
Recurrent and Development Budget 2015/16
Madam Chairperson, I wish to now report progress on
the Recurrent and Development expenditure for the
2015/16 financial year.
The expenditure on recurrent budget stood at twenty six
million, two hundred and eleven thousand, eight hundred
and seventy three Pula, (P26,211,873) against a budget
allocation of thirty two million, five hundred and thirty
thousand, six hundred and forty Pula (P32,530,640),
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With respect to the Development Budget, a total of two
million, seventy three thousand, seven hundred and
fifty five Pula (P2,073,755) was spent against a budget
allocation of five million, eight hundred and seventy
five thousand, eight hundred and thirty seven Pula
(P5,875,837), giving an expenditure rate of 31 per cent.
This figure may however change for the better before
the end of the financial year as settlement of outstanding
invoices continues.

The other projects that had a bearing on the Industrial
Court Building and the Industrial Court Computerisation
could not be undertaken as the Court was issued with a
Certificate of Settlement of the Industrial Court Gaborone
Building Account which the Court has to honour despite
its budgetary constraints. The Settlement of Account
was concluded during the course of the financial year
and the settlement amount, that is, five million, five
hundred and sixty nine thousand, two hundred and
sixty Pula (P5,569,260) exceeded the available unspent
funds amounting to three million, eight hundred and two
thousand and eighty two Pula (P3,802,082).
As a way to raise funds to settle the Account, the Court
resolved to suspend all projects that were outstanding
and redirect all the unspent funds as reflected and
required under the Certificate of Settlement of the Final
Account of the Industrial Court Building. The process
of payment is expected to be completed by March 2016.
Recurrent Budget: 2016/2017
Madam Chairperson, I propose a Recurrent Budget
allocation of forty two million, five hundred and six
thousand, one hundred and ten Pula (P42,506,110),
giving an increase of nine million, nine hundred and
seventy five thousand, four hundred and seventy Pula
(P9,975,470), which represents a 30 per cent increase on
the 2015/16 financial year budget of thirty two million,
five hundred and thirty thousand, six hundred and forty
Pula (P32,530,640).
While Add Backs recorded a decline, there was a
substantial increase in both the Personal Emoluments
and Other Items. The Add Backs declined by nine
hundred and seventy three thousand and fifty Pula
(P973, 050, 00) from two million nine hundred and
seven thousand three hundred and twenty Pula (P2,
907,320), giving a 33 per cent decline.
Personnel Emoluments increased by four million, six
hundred and twenty eight thousand, nine hundred and
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forty Pula (P4, 628,940) from twelve million, nine
hundred and sixty thousand, one hundred and ninety
Pula (P12,960,190) to seventeen million, five hundred
and eighty nine thousand, one hundred and thirty Pula
(P17, 589,130), giving an increase of 35.7 per cent.
The remaining Votes also increased from sixteen million,
six hundred and sixty three thousand, one hundred
and thirty Pula (P16, 663,130) to twenty two million,
nine hundred and eighty two thousand, seven hundred
and ten Pula (P22,982,710) which is an increase of
six million, three hundred and nineteen thousand, five
hundred and eighty Pula (P6,319,580) or a 37 per cent
increase. This is due to the number of motor vehicles
requiring replacement as a result of non-serviceability
or unsustainable high maintenance, internal travel
due to anticipated increase in travel as a result of the
monitoring and evaluation plans on projects in Maun,
Selebi Phikwe and Kanye, and the planned public
awareness campaigns to sensitise the public on the
uptake of services to be piloted in the abovementioned
areas.
DEVELOPMENT BUDGET 2016/2017
Madam Chair, I propose a Development Budget
allocation of P5, 985, 000, representing a slight increase
of P109, 163 or a 1 per cent increase over the previous
year’s allocation.
The budget will cover the overhauling of the Local
Area Network for Gaborone to improve accessibility to
internet services and provide support to Court Recording
systems, the procurement of furniture and customisation
of IT related works on software and hardware for Maun
Court premises and telephone services for the Court
premises in Maun, Selebi-Phikwe and Kanye.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion Madam Chair, I now move that the
sum of P42, 506, 110 under the Recurrent Budget for
Organisation 2100, be approved and stand part of the
Schedule of Appropriation (2016/2017) Bill 2016 and
that the sum of P5, 985, 000 for Organisation 2100
under the Development Budget be approved and stand
part of those estimates for the 2016/2017 financial
year. I move accordingly and I would like to thank you
Madam Chair.
MR BOKO (GABORONE BONNINGTON
NORTH): Thank you very much Madam Chairperson.
Let me begin by assuring the Deputy Minister Tshireletso
that the elderly are taken very, very seriously. We were
raised by our grandparents and I always say that they are
people who have taken enough of life storms but still
know how to love, and we are grateful to people like
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yourself and far be it from anyone of us to disrespect
you and the elderly women folk.
Let me cut to the chase and deal with two, maybe three
main issues in relation to the Industrial Court. First is the
issue of the institutional placement of the Court itself,
that it is not like the other Courts with the Ministry of
Defence, Justice and Security, it is with the Ministry of
Labour and Home Affairs. This has certain implications.
First the appointment process for the Judges of the
Industrial Court is somewhat different from the rest
of the Judges. Despite the fact that effectively they are
Judges of cognate jurisdiction except that the Industrial
Court deals exclusively with labour disputes. It is a
specialised Court that deals with labour disputes, but
the terms and conditions of service of the Judges, their
placement and emoluments are the same as those of the
High Court. So it is important for us to understand this,
so that we can then perhaps align even the appointment
process so that their appointment also goes through the
Judicial Service Commission and it is not handled the
way it is. This creates problems even for the proper
administration of that Court because the Judge President
of the Industrial Court is merely designated. He is not
or she may not be a person who is properly appointed
as a Judge President and the result of that is, it may
compromise the independence of that office and that
Judge because he still remains a Judge of the Industrial
Court. So we need to deal with the issues of placement
and the appointment process so that we can then
properly locate them within the Judicial Code of ethics
and conduct that applies to the rest of the Judges of the
High Court. It will also help us to deal with the issue
that you raised somewhat poignantly in your submission
about Judicial Case Management (JCM). Now Judicial
Case Management as understood under the rules of
the High Court is a process that is clearly defined and
clearly monitored. At the Industrial Court…
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MS
TSHIRELETSO):
Elucidation
Madam
Chairperson. I wanted to honour myself and honour
Honourable Boko and thank him for the words that he
said at the beginning, they clearly indicate that he grew
up in Mahalapye and I raised him well. Thank you.
MR BOKO: Thank you very much. I acknowledge the
Minister. The issue of the Judicial Case Management in
relation to the Industrial Court is not quite as clearly
defined and laid out in terms of any rules of the Industrial
Court as is the case with the High Court. So if you say to
us here that the Judicial Case Management that is being
applied at the Industrial Court is working, it is difficult
to imagine what exactly it is that you suggest is working
Minister. In fact, with the Judicial Case Management as
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it pertains to the High Court, they have clear timeframes
that a case must be ripe for hearing within X amount of
time and once the matter has been heard, the turnaround
period for a judgement must be not more than three
months. So anything that falls outside this delineated
timeframe must therefore count as backlog and must be
indicative of some inefficiency in the system. So when
the Minister tells us at Paragraph 16 of his submission
that the Judicial Case Management seems to be
working, it is not being made clear to us how in the first
place backlog was understood, such that we can gauge
whether the backlog properly has been dealt with. It is
something that we need to deal with.
There is another aspect that you need in your capacity
as overseer of the Industrial Court and also as Minister
of Labour and Home Affairs responsible for work
and residence permits. Section 29 I believe it is of the
Trade Disputes Act which regulates who can appear in
a representative capacity before the Industrial Court, it
seems to admit pretty much every Tom, Dick and Harry,
they can come and appear and represent. Lawyers have
audience, known lawyers have audience; in fact even
lawyers who have been struck off from practising law
still find a way of coming in and practising law under
colour of Section 29 of the Trade Disputes Act. So it
is important to appreciate this abnormal situation and
deal with it. But more critically, some of these giant
retail stores that operate here and in South Africa have
now found a way of smuggling in their Attorneys from
South Africa and their Advocates who come under
colour of the same provision Section 29 of the Trade
Disputes Act to do cases before the Industrial Court.
They are taking away work from local practitioners who
should legitimately be doing this kind of work. So, it is
something that needs to be regulated or looked into very
seriously.
I have now missed my train of thought. These are the
key issues in relation to the Industrial Court. It will be
very important to address them so that the work of the
Industrial Court can be made to accord with the rest
of the practice of the judiciary. Perhaps because of the
specialised nature of the jurisprudence of the Industrial
Court, maybe you need to start thinking about a Labour
Appeals Court, either as a standalone institution or as
some division of the Court of Appeal. It would then
have the effect of dealing in a specialised manner with
the jurisprudence that is churned-out by the Industrial
Court. We have to be mindful of the fact that the
Industrial Court by its own constitutive statute, a Court
of both law and equity, in fact more of a Court of equity
than anything else. This tends to get lost when matters go
on appeal before the Court of Appeal because there they
then seem to believe that the law trumps equity when
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in fact equity must trump the law. The law must follow
equity. So, these are some of the issues that we will like
you to look at Minister and when you do, it might then
become clear to you that perhaps what you are asking is
nowhere near enough. In other words, you may need to
reconsider and ask for slightly or substantially more so
that you can address these matters.
While you are at it, make sure that you look at the
turnaround time for delivery of judgements. Some of
the judgements that are pending at the Industrial Court
before some of the eminent Judges have been pending
for years now. As you were saying, justice delayed is
justice denied. One of the most eminent Judges of High
Court Ephraim Benjamin said, “it is a sad day. It is
calamitous when the doors of justice are bolted from
within.” So, when judgements are delayed, they are
not delivered on time, it causes a grave injustice to the
population. Thank you very much.
MR KEORAPETSE (SELEBI PHIKWE WEST):
Thank you Madam Chairperson. Let me also thank the
Honourable Leader of the Opposition because I think
he has articulated these labour matters cogently. Let me
also say to the Minister that I support the budget as he
has proposed it. My wish is that it could be increased so
that your department becomes more efficient.
It is also our wish this side that in order to deal with
the backlog of cases; you could increase the number of
Industrial Court Justices. In the meantime, try to employ
temporary Justices of the Industrial Court to deal with
the backlog.
Honourable Minister, our wish also this side is that, as
the Honourable Leader of the Opposition has said, there
must be a placement of the Industrial Court. I think it
will be more appropriate that this Court is equated the
status that it deserves by first being a provision of a
creation of the Constitution instead of the creation of
the Act of Parliament namely the Trade Dispute Act.
Moreover, when you look at the appointment of
Justices of the Industrial Court, I think the system can
be improved. We now have a situation where they are
appointed not in accordance with the advice of the
Judicial Service Commission, and our proposal is that
these Judges must be appointed at the recommendation
of not only the Judicial Service Commission but an
improved Judicial Service Commission. When I was
debating the Administration of Justice, I pointed that
our view is that the Judicial Service Commission
composition has to be improved to make it more diverse
and to make it in line with that dictum that justice
should not only be done, but must also be seem to be
done. So, let us not just think that it is enough that the
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Judicial Service Commission is independent. It must
also matter to us that it indeed looks independent by
way of its composition.
The Honourable Leader of Opposition talked about the
latter Court of Appeal or Industrial Court of Appeal. We
also believe that this Industrial Court of Appeal could
also deal with the issue of equity, which is somewhat
in our view is lost when the matters go to the Court
of Appeal. Not only that, there is congestion. There
is backlog of cases at the Court of Appeal and the
introduction of Industrial Court of Appeal will also ease
this backlog.
Honourable Minister, we have raised this matter before
and I think it is worth repeating that you know the
reason why sometimes there are so many cases at the
Industrial Court, some dating as far back as ten years
ago, it is because I am reminded of a case of a machine
man who lost a case with the Industrial Court after being
dismissed by Bamangwato Concessions Limited (BCL)
management in 2006. That case has not been concluded
at the Industrial Court. It is about ten years now. Part
of the reason why we are faced with that situation is
because of the inefficiency of the Department of Labour.
Our view is that there has to be an independent institution
that looks at conciliation, mediation and arbitration with
a quasi-judicial function. If we have such an institution,
we would not have more cases going to the Industrial
Court. So, it is our humble submission that we need a
commission for conciliation, mediation and arbitration
to deal with some of these labour matters.
Honourable Minister, we hope it is not true and if it is
indeed true that there are amendments to labour laws
which in our view will be detrimental to Trade Unions
and workers, we will oppose those amendments. One
such amendment we hear it is a desire to declare more
or to categorise more employees as essential service.
The effect of doing that is that these worker’s rights;
those who will be categorised under essential services,
their desire to bargain with their employers through
industrial action, namely strikes, would be impeded by
that amendment. I wish to state here that our view is that
there will be more industrial relation tensions between
Government, employers and workers. As a result,
there will be more litigations. That is undesirable in an
economy such as Botswana. So, our view is that what
we have is enough, is in fact more cadres who have been
categorised as essential services. We do not think that
more have to be categorised as such.
Now drawing to conclusion; Honourable Minister, I just
wish that you could also find out if there are judges of
the Industrial Court who have received over payments
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of allowances and salaries since 2007, because we
receive this information and we just want you to go and
investigate. Find out what are the types of these over
payments in terms of allowances and salaries. Why they
were paid, how they were paid and also investigate if
Government has recovered the amount over paid to
these Justices. Find out for us if there are any Judges
who have been reported to the police for receiving over
payment of allowance and salaries, as it has been the
case with Justices of the High Court who were reported
to the police?
Find out if those who have received over payments are
Judges who still owe Government over payments. It
is our request that you could find if this is true. If it is
true, there will be problems. I conclude thus Honourable
Chairperson, I thank you.
MINISTER OF INFRASTRUCTURE, SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY (MR MOLEFHI): Thank
you Madam Chairperson. It is very important to take
these labour issues seriously; good relations between
the employer and employee is very important as it
contributes to the growth of economy diversification
if the pair can work together without any complaints.
Minister I believe that your Ministry will continue
uniting the two through workshops which will bring
the two together and realise that they need each other in
order for this country to progress.
Furthermore Honourable Minister we are aware that
there is slow progress at the Industrial Courts. Cases
submitted there take a very long time, some people
give up while some might pass on without getting the
adjudications of their pleas. Minister I was hoping that
you could liaise with Law Society, although one has
taken off his jacket, you can liaise with Law Society to
encourage the lawyers to take courses…
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Put it back on Honourable
Kgoroba. I know his problem, let him wear it.
MR MOLEFHI: Thank you Madam Chairperson. I
was saying it is important as the Government for the
Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs to liaise with Law
Society to encourage the lawyers to study courses in
the field of mediation. If a number of lawyers can be
trained in this field we can be able to solve cases which
could be submitted to the Industrial Court through these
mediators. This can give people hope and trust that
indeed their complaints in terms of their labour issues
will be taken seriously. I believe that one of the issues
is that when we employ them as mediators maybe their
allowance is not enough. It is vital that as time goes on
we can increase this allowance so that we can attract
potential mediators so that services can quickly be
offered.
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Lastly Minister let me thank you for bringing the
services at Selebi Phikwe, we have an Industrial Court
now. Like Honourable Keorapetse was saying, there are
so many cases at our constituency. Our constituency of
Selebi Phikwe is near Bobirwa constituency which is
in the vicinity of Tswapong constituency where there
are ranches. There are employees in those ranches,
there are employers of diverse characters in that area of
ours, more often than not there are cases which needs
to be solved. We believe that the Industrial Curt which
will soon be opened at Selebi Phikwe will assist in the
pending cases to be solved because the services will be
nearby.
In conclusion, I would like to say there could be liaison
of the responsible ministries or Honourable Minister
Kgathi’s ministry to ensure that all the judges of high
courts including judges of the Industrial and some
magistrates have safe accommodation. This can improve
the conditions of service and their safety should be
such that they can carry out their duty without having
to worry about their safety. In light of these words
Honourable Minister I support your proposal.
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(DR
VENSON-MOITOI): Thank you Madam Chairperson.
Madam, I stand to support my colleague. I stand as
the Chairperson of Labour Relations Committee in the
Botswana Democratic Party. I think it is necessary that
anything concerning employee welfare, more especially
those complaining about their rights, be given the
podium to raise their concerns and be listened to, that
needs to be protected and be given resources to execute
such properly.
Most of the time in our country Madam Chairperson we
hear that when the employees go to lodge complaints
there are just too many cases which are still pending.
We hear complaints that they are not heard Honourable
Batshu and they suspect that Labour officers are bribed
and this is not good for the public servants’ names to be
dragged in the mud that they are bribed by employers.
They have suspicions that in most cases the employers
win the case and employees lose.
I have said this because when you hear such accusations
towards some officers you cannot just keep quiet about it
without having evidence. I must emphasise this because
if you hear one side of the story sometimes you cannot
get enough evidence. We do have to tell you though
because as they say there is no smoke without fire. I
want you to pay careful attention to that issue.
We want you to assist in that regard because every
employee is actually aiding their employer somehow.
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All employees that are here are able to be here because
somebody somewhere is taking care of their things. I am
here because someone else is taking care of my livestock
at the cattle post and that person should have a place to
report if I am not treating them well. Those who attend
to these issues should also be diligent in their job just as
you are asking for funds so that you can equip them with
skills that would qualify them to attend to such issues.
You will find that we all have the same thing to say today
and others like Honourable Keorapetse and Honourable
Molefhi will advocate for mine workers, others will
advocate for shop assistants others will advocate for
farm laborers and so on. It should not matter how small
the job is and perhaps the ones who will not benefit are
some of us who work for the nation and whose rights are
not looked after, perhaps because we are probably the
ones who trample on them. The most important thing
is that every employee should be protected so that they
can be able to seek justice when needed. I do not have
many words Honourable Member and that is all I had
and I support that you should be given the money you
require. Thank you.
MR BOKO: On a point of order. Probably is just a small
correction. When I spoke earlier I made reference to a
section in the Trade Disputes Act and I realized there
has been a slip of the tongue, a lapsus linguae and I said
section 29, and it is actually section 21. I just wanted to
make that correction, thank you very much.
MR MARKUS (MAUN EAST): Thank you. Allow
me to take this opportunity to express my approval
for the request by the Minister regarding the budget.
I have a few reservations but mainly to do with the
Safari Companies. Honourable Members people mostly
complain about the Safari Companies where I come from
in Ngamiland. Perhaps the Minister could meet with
them to try and address their issues with the employers.
They are constantly in conflicts with them and they
complain of ill treatment all the time. If you could assist
Honourable Minister we would greatly appreciate it.
The other employee complained that he was attacked by
a lion whilst on duty and he is constantly at my office to
talk about the issue and I do not know how to help him.
Their white employers are really hard on them and it is
not nice at all.
MINISTER OF LABOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS
(MR BATSHU): On a point of correction. Thank you
Madam Chairperson and thank you too Honourable
Member. I wanted to explain that today I was requesting
money that is intended for the industrial courts. In the
next segment I will now be requesting for the entire
Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs, where we will
be talking about departments such as Labour and social
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Security, inspection and so on. I thought you would
advocate that we should go to Maun. Thank you.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: That is what I advised on
earlier when I was talking about Standing Order 57.1.
Let us abide by it.
MR MARKUS: You will bear with me if I am out of
order but I felt that it was of paramount importance. I
should be grateful to you though for having set up an
Industrial Court in Maun and that is a great development.
With those words I shall sit down. Thank you.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Honourable Minister,
please respond.
MINISTER OF LABOUR AND HOME AFFAIRS
(MR BATSHU): Madam Chairperson and the
Honourable Members of Parliament of Botswana I stand
to appreciate your support. I think that only four people
managed to debate but it is not like the rest of you did
not wish to. Most of you have indicated that you agree
that we should be given the money and that we should
go and perform what is the mandate of the Industrial
Court. I would like to indicate that I am grateful to the
four who have debated.
MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE): On
a point of procedure. I heard the Minister expressing
gratitude to all those who have debated and looking at
that not many debated he assumes that all is well. It is
only that procedurally we are not comfortable to debate
lest we risk losing the slots for the other topics that are
coming.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: You are out of order
father of the House.
MR BATSHU: I am grateful that most of our colleagues
saw it fit not to delay this relevant request that is going
to serve a purpose despite what the Honourable Member
has just said. I had just indicated that the Leader of
Opposition Honourable Boko although brief stated
very important points. The government established
the Industrial Court in 1994, as a department within
the Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs, but they
then eventually became an independent department.
This was to indicate that what we were doing as the
government should grow and we are not going to stop
here. We shall continue to grow this court so that it can
address different issues that we expect to be addressed
by that court. The Honourable Member indicated that the
Judges of the Industrial Court wish to pass through the
Judicial Service Commission before they are appointed.
I agree that such suggestion show that we want growth
and we will look into them with due seriousness. The
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Honourable Leader of Opposition, Honourable Boko
said he heard me saying the Judicial Case Management
is now working, he has some doubts or suspicious.
Everything which is piloted, has challenges here and
there, but when the Members keep commenting, we end
up having that drive to improve on the issues they would
have picked or mentioned.
He talked about Section 21 of the Trade Disputes Act
which mentions who can appear before the Industrial
Court. I want to assure him that I take that statement
seriously, we shall look into it and in future there
will be improvements or changes in our country. The
Honourable Member also suggested that we should
consider having a Labour Appeals Court, and these
sentiments were also echoed by Honourable Keorapetse.
As I have already mentioned, when we started in 1994,
as a Department of Labour and Home Affairs, in 2000
we now became independent and this show growth as
we have been recommending that whatever we have
should grow as it has happened in other countries.
The Honourable Member was also lamenting that
cases take forever at our courts and he also pointed out
that there are some judges who keep cases for a long
time. I take that point seriously and when I leave this
Parliament I will go and find out why cases are pending
with these judges.
Honourable Keorapetse was supporting the proposal
and I am grateful for the views he shared. He said there
are many cases which are waiting to be heard; hence
we could consider hiring temporary judges. Like I was
saying in the last financial year, there was a time when
I was ready to find temporary judges so that we would
be able to clear the available or pending cases. Now
when talking to these judges we found out that there
were cases they could deal with. They asked me why
we have lost hope so soon; and they requested to be
given an opportunity to address the cases before them.
I appreciate their commitment, and I can see there is
progress concerning what they said, therefore I hope in
future things will improve for the better.
Honourable Keorapetse said there should be a court
which deals with solving employer and employee
issues. As I have mentioned, also this being in the
development plan, it is the intention of this government,
under the Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs to have
an independent dispute resolution structure in future,
not involving the labour officers in dispute solving
exercises.
He also said, although it was not appropriate for him to
say it because there is a Bill on Trade Disputes in which
it has been said we want to increase some essential
Hansard No 182
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services units; I want to ascertain you that indeed that
Bill has been produced, and through it we want to change
the Trade Disputes Act so that it would be improved.
First of all we would be seeking to strengthen, and give
our labour offices powers or the authority to solve the
many cases which always end up at the Industrial Court;
maybe if we had empowered them, some cases would
be resolved by them. I hope when that Bill comes to
this Parliament, the Honourable Members will support
me so that we would hasten to pass it, and furnish these
labour officers with powers to solve the issues within
their mandate or jurisdiction before taking them to the
Industrial Court. I want to assure him that it is indeed
true that in the clause dealing with essential services,
there will be some courts which I would like included. It
will be in order and within the privileges of Parliament
to support or not support, because at the end what shall
be implemented is what would have been agreed here
in this House.
The Honourable Member pointed out that there are
rumours that some judges might have been paid salaries
which were not due to them; I believe when we dialogue
in private he will tell me in detail what he heard so that
I follow it up.
Honourable Molefhi requested that there should be
a number of mediators and arbitrators. It is true, we
are really struggling because those qualified in this
field are not even available in the Ministry, and hence
there is a serious shortage. This job is similar to that
of a Magistrate; one has to listen to a case and write;
‘this witness said this, the other one said that,’ and
then they prepare a judgment. Now when looking at
the allowances which they are given, they are very low
therefore it is not attractive to people who have such
skills to do this job; therefore it is fitting Honourable
Member for you to say they should be increased so that
they would come and assist us in terms of addressing
these challenges we which we are facing.
Having said that Madam Chairperson, I move that
the sum of Forty Two Million, Five Hundred and Six
Thousand, One Hundred and Ten Pula (P42, 506,110)
under the Recurrent Budget for Organisation 2100 be
approved and stand part of the schedule, and that the
sum of Five Million, Nine Hundred and Eighty Five
Thousand Pula (P5, 985,000) for Organisation 2100
under the Development Budget, in the financial year
2016/17 be approved and stand part of those estimates. I
move accordingly Madam Chairperson. Thank you.
MADAM CHAIRPERSON: Order! Order! Where are
you facing? Can you put that thing away Honourable
Mother.
Question put and agreed to.
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MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
LEADER OF THE HOUSE (MR MASISI): Madam
Speaker, I beg to move that we do now adjourn before
we are further depleted.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 17:47 p.m. until
Wednesday 9th March 2016 at 2:00 p.m.
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